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Tbo Pennsylvania Roilroad corporation announces that it will do
nothing to oppose the election of
Thoodore RooeevtIt for President.
Whichever way the election goes
thev consider their interests saf,
Mr. Casset, the President of the
road, gives it as bis opinion that
the Democrats are not strong
enough to prerent the election of
Nobody eTer
Mr. Rooeevelt.
ibouirht they were In Pennsylvania.
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Great joy was brought to the
Hilton home last week by the ap-

Letter.

Washington

loners.

tl.S.'lTl.

Bfamoa Sjih
Treaiurrer.
TiaiM M v i ianlei
Rmorrtei
Sup't of Banotl.
Antonio B. V.iJIIIj
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ii'M i:m
rreenle .lodge.
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.'nvan
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Sheriff,
:

'' ho meat paeLere in Chicago appear to have won oat as against the
strikers, and now word comes that
20,000 men are looking for a job
anil a meal, Mr. Fose, member of
Coogreaa .rom Illiouia, thinks the
Mtrike will have no intluencs on the
coming election. It is difficult to
see what will have any lnfluoiuv

Already this city has do less
than twenty-fon- t
statues, a large
number of them men on horseback.
soon there is to be added to
the number a SSUOOO statue of
McClellan; a $240,0M0 statue of
Grant; a very fine statue of 3heri.
dan; to be followed by Pulaski,
Stenben, Jefferson and Kosciusko.
It has been suggested thrtt the
of Jackson, which now stands in
the middle of Lafayette Square,
opposite the 'White House, be
te the Hall of the Ancients,
siuoj it Is regarded as a curio, and
that in its place a towering and
magnificent statue of Washington
be erected.
ed

r

President Roosevelt.
The!trti

domocrata of this
Considerable satisfaction is felt
ihey dr not favor
at the Bureau cf Insular affairs
frOBa
fueion with the
am the fact that for nine months
the ReptiUlioan ranks.
ending hat March our commerce
with the Philippines has increased
1,000,000.
There haa been a
The h'!'i(iiiirter8 of the Araori
cent
seven
per
increase in imports,
can Mining Congress will he at
and but a two percent decrease in
Denver a such was the decision at exports.
This condition it is
their last una tiii hold at Portland, thoaght will improve when the
Filipiuoaget behind the tariff wall.
Oregan
Already tln.y ae sending to this
country considerable Sugar and
The totjaJ number of long ton of
iu the United
Iran .on Srt'iiu-u- d
A gentleman recently from LonStates duri.ig-th- e
yeai 1003 was
sayu the commercial clerks in
don
35,bl0,;lo8 at a total vain of
that city are alarmed because a
60,0.411 00.
machine has been invented which
will automatically record messages
The Democratic program to be- and take down lettera from dictaRoosevelt and his tion . If this proves to be true,
little Premii-nand the machines ever reach this
work will not defeat him for elect-Jocity, ihsre will be weeping and
Trie American people are too wailing in all the departments,
inteliger.t to he led away from the v. bat in the nee of learning shorthand if a machine can be found to
real issue by nth sophistry.
do the work? It begius to look as
The Fsrinliigtott Fair will be if human kind will have to take to
the woods, or the fields, in order
held Sept.. 13, 14, 18 and 10th'. to earn a living.
The people of San Juan county
pride thernsulver on having one of
TAOS
NEWS.
the finest ,o utv fiiirs in tne West
Bert Smart, a Taos valley farmand toll) till 'reports they eautiot
visited our camp one day iast
er,
Sao Juan county
be discount
week on business.
is bletbi 'i 'i h hue sod, pluty of
water and above ull, an eutt.rpris-ioMr. Jas. Southers who has been
speudiiur the past six weeks at the
set ' ''''
Ojo Calieuia springs returned to
camp Tuesday. He claims that
Cuuaril
the rheumatism from which he
.As Amei);.,! iud Pacsed by the has bsen suffering has greatly re
leased its grip.
Couui .!, Vuich 7th., 1003.
111
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It is not an unusual thing to
kill have a frevuent visit from a bruno
any of late around Twining.
Several
deer withiu 'in lemtory of New have been killed but still they
Mexico, exi-- t that such deer, the
appear to be very numerous
animal being villi Imrijs, may be
around
prospectors camps while
killed with n kjuii duriug the months
are
they
absent, upsetting and deiud D "ember iu
of Novo!!!1
whatever comes undt-- r
stroying
achyeai': it. )v;ih;d, Tbatnopor-oA big hunt is bitig
notice.
his
t
hnvo: a his po
shall ll
by
the watchmen, ell
duriitjj
anticipated
essiou nii' inatt
i
is the nerve of
inbBr
Nui'i
anu
lacking
ut
that
Mid month"
u.tcli
year.
ot
some
our politicians..
in

passage
See. 10. AtV
this act it oh ill hi unlawful to
wound or u aOy way dwtroy
.

-

n
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pearance of a fine large girl- - Mother and baby are doing nicely.
Price Wtight made a very
pleasant visit to Twining one day
last week in the interest of his
cattle which are ranging near here.
Jas. Hill and Oliver Helpen-stin- e
nre developing the Rockingham group of mining claims
which are located on the head of
Red River.

The Republicans of Twining
met on Saturday and elected two
delegates to attend the Republican County Convention to be held
at Taos on .Sept' 8th. Those
elected to go were John Young
and Joe Southers.
T. j. Bryan, Democratic
from this precinct, attended
the Democratic convention held
at Taos an Aug. 29th for the
pose of affecting a compromise
between the dissatisfied Republicans and the Democrats.

pur-Ver- y

Messrs Hilton and Harvey are
busv developing the Contribution
mining claim located on Fraser
Mountain and belonging to the
American Consolidated Mining
Company. This claim is showing up some very fine looking
copper ore which it is hoped will
develope into a larger body in the
depth they expect to gain this

We Invite You

To Come to Taos for San Geronimo
Time and Buy Your Supplies from the

The Greatest Indian Feast on Earth

Have a Good

Taos Trading Company
We Offer You the following Low Prices

Good from Sept.

24th to October 4th inclusive.
Sugar

15

Roasted

pounds for
Coffee-loose-G-

Si. 00

Quality 8 pounds

ood

Prunes 20 pounds

1. 00

Rice

1. 00

18

pounds

Tar Building Paper 100 pounds
IMen's Suits for 83.50, for
Men's Laundred

Shirts-Excell-

$!3.oo,

V

I.OO"

1.00

for $6.oo, for $800 and 10.00

quality 50 cents each.

ent

Neckwear from 15 cents up.
(

hir stock of underwear of all kinds, shoes, men's hats, dry

gooik and hardware is complete and at attractive prices.

Sewing machines of good quality tor $17.50

season.

The Messrs V. L. Twining of
Oberlin, Ohio, and S. D. Mason
of Andover, Ohio, were visitors
in camp the past week.
Thev
are members of the American
Consolidated Mining Company
which is doing considerable mining in this district. Both gentleman expressed their entire satis- faction with the mineral resources
and were delighted with the climate and beautiful
mountain
scenery and also made known
their intentions of returning to
spend the summer next year.
It is reported that George B.
Paxton, having made a failure of
the several enterpiises that he has
undertaken appertainiag to his
so calkd profession, has decided
to enter the political ring and offer his manly malignant services
to the Demo party under a proviso that he, Mr. Paxton, be honfor
ored with the nomination
We underCounty Surveyor.
stand tnat he confers the idea to
his fellow politicians that he is a
man of .influence and great ability
which would surely bring success
to his party.
C we are to judge a man by his
social standing in his home community, it would be advisable for
,his Part to bewftre' "s he could
.
i
t,,w - LU"uul duuul
lw"
his home town and would no more
bring success as in his past under
takings.
Fearful Odds Agaiusf Hi m.
Bedridden, alone and destitute.
Such, iu brief wua the condition of
an old soldier by oamo ol J. J.
Havens, Veyiailles, O. kor yeaaa
troubled with Kidaey disease and neither doctors nor medicines uave him relief. At length
he tried Electric Bitters. It put
him on his feet in short order and
"I'm on rhe road
now he testifies.
recovery."
Best on
complete
to
for Liver and Kidney troub-- I
es and all forms ot Stowaoh and
Only 50c.
Bowel complaints.
Uuarauteed by F. C. Stevens.
i-
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Better ones for $25.00 and $32.00.

We carry a good line Keen (Cutter axes, hatches, ham-

mers, crcsscut saws, hand saws and other

tools-

The

-

motto of the manufacturers of this celebrated line of oods
is "The Recollection of Quality Remains Long After the
Price is Forgotton."
Don't forget to look over onr

"Wilson Heaters"

liDe of

whieh will

Note the Ventilator

be displayed at the Post Omce building.

il

makes it impossible for ashes and fire to fall on the floor, thus doing

from falling
away with the constaat sweeping up of ashes and dangsr
coale setting the house on fire,

'the Wilson Heater gives more heat;

uses less fuel; lasts longer; is more easily regulated;

and gives more

comfort for the amount of money invested than any other heater on
the market.

It bdldsffire for 21 hours.

It readily bums chips, shavings, bark,

roots or

cord-woo- d

and is aft

near perfect as man can devise.

1

Premiums!

Premiums!

Premiums!

Coffee, Flour
WitlPilte Exception of Four Items; viz. Sugar,
Reg
a
and Products; We Give You With Each Cash Purchase
ister 'Ticket.
2o U. free in mdse.
5.oo in the-- , ticket, entitle, bearer to

Ch

5o
Ol
v
"
$2o oo " . "
A Premium AVorth Looking After.
h. of the coining October,
About the 15th. to the
our sio-- k of goods to the Po.t Office building.
Give u. a trial.
We elicit your patronage.

olo.oo

II
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w. will move

Taos Trading Co.
Taos, New Mexico.

Red

River

RED RIVER,

Prospector
NKW MEXICO.

The burdens which appear easiest
by other

to cany are usually carried
people.

England goes rlsht on opening up
Tibet, which will presently get to buying Krupp Mins.

i
Napoieon Heads the List.
True Lconomy.
In order to practice true economy It '
T'roi. lauell of Columtl university,
it necessary to distinguish between ha taken the four principal encyclc
necessities and luxuries. Economy pei'ina of the world English, French,
consists In getting the thing needed German and American and made out
at the right time. One luckless man a list ol a thousand famous men and
tells of hav.ng spoiled a $4 set of women to whom Is given the most
knives while economizing in the mat space. He has found that Napoleon
ter of purchasing a can open-T- .
After hends the list, Shakespeare comes
the destruction of the Inst knife he second, Mohammed third and Voltaire
bought the
article. He fourth. George Washington, the first
Is not alone In such experiences. Vvt
American In the list, Is number
can all plead guilty.
much-neede-

Lion Steaks Delicious.
explorer who has often by compulsion eaten the flesh of animals not
generally used as human food saya
that grilled lion steaks are delicious
"Love cures Insanity." Newspaper and much superior to those of the
ger; that the flesh of the rhinoceros,
headline. "Slmllla aimlllbus curan-tur- .
properly prepared, has all the good
Dr. Hahnemann.
qualities of pork; that the trunk and
Ownera of automobiles cannot see feet of young elephants resemble veal,
why the people do not drop everything and that stewed boa constrictor la a
splendid substitute for rabbit.
lse and build good roads.
Grilled

Italian

Cotton Industry.
cotton industry of Italy Increases In importance and is distributed among 730 factories and employs over 135.000 hands. More than
hnlf the factories are worked by
steam, the remainder by electricity
and hydraulic power. Out of 80,000
looms employed, 60,000 are mechanical. The total production is now calculated at an annual value of over
The

An

In the Philippines gas is mado from
tocoanut oil. In this country most of
it la made of wind.

I

Hall Calne's forthcoming novel is
declared to be an Improvement on his
previous works. It is ahorter.

12,000,000.

The Real Purpose of Grass.
Father of Golf.
A small city girl whose only playThe man who was largely responsible for the Introduction of golf In this ground is a paved court had the good
country, Robert Lockhart, died recent- luck recently to spend a day with her
He was cousin in the country. Almost her
ly in Edinburgh. Scotland.
for years a linen Importer In New first experience was a hard,
York, and organized the first golf club tumble out In the fields.
As she
In the United StateB In Yonkers, N. picked herself up she seemed sury., in 1888. It was known as the prised to miss the bruises. Then "he
"Apple Tree Gang." Subsequently he exclaimed delightedly: "Isn't It luck
tnat the grass was there!"
founded the St. Andrew's Golf club.

Mrs. Bob Fltzslmmons Is a woman
of refinement. She says so herself,
and certainly she ought to know.

full-lengt- h

By the way, what's the duty on
Ouatemala ants? Do they come tinker the head of farming utensils, or
what?

J

I

One vc thing about a straw vote is
it can be made to show up well
for either side, according to the pleasure of the taker.

that

'We

An Appropriate Time.
will sing 'Awake, Ye Saints.'

The Old, Old Story.
The hour was growing rather late,
still he and Bhe hung on the gate.
Said he, "My dear, you bet I hate to
break away, but such is fate." Said
she, "Well, we've another date tomorrow night, so let us wait." Their
arras entwine they osculate, and
both declare 'tis simply great then
say "Good night!" and separate

immediately before the sermon tomorrow," announced the minister at
choir practice on Saturday afternoon.
no
will
Dillon
' Don't you think," inquired the obThe collapse of Lou
say
that servant tenor, "that It would be more
doubt lead some people to
man's strenuous life Is sometimes too appropriate to sing it Immediately aftmuch for the horse.
er the sermon?" New Orleans Picayune.

the medical experts nave
discovered the malaria microbe, they
hesitate to Import an opposition microbe from Guatemala.
Although

Palm Tree Wine.
Is There?
Life, of course, is made up of in
The natives of Ceylon make a kind
of wine by tapping palm trees and cor.gruitles,
but is there anything
It is certainly thoughtless and In- allowing the sap to ferment in vessels more incongruous than the sight of a
considerate of the British lion to roar attached to the trees. A species of man with billygoat whiskers wearing
.1 high
hue, or a washerwoman hang
so loudly Just at this time when quiet parrots (Coryllls lndicus) has discovered that this sap tastes good, and ing out her clothes on the roof of a
is so desirable at Peterhof.
parrots are frequently found drunk building In the heart of New York's
financial district?
Cotton seed has been found to be a near the trees
good substitute for meat. This being
cotthe case, the early formation of a
Clothes Washing Without Soap.
Japan's Area and Population.
ton seed trust may be expected.
Clothes washing by electricity, with
The area of Japan Is about seven-tenthof that of the German empire. out senp, is the idea of a Hungarian.
When Russell Sage hears about the More than
f
of the inhabitants The stream of electrified
water is
young man who went crazy while on live
in towns of from 2,000 to 6,000 claimed to remove all spots and dirt,
course,
regard
of
will,
his vacation he
persons, of which there are 8,008. For and the 300 garments held by the mait as a clear case of Just retribution.
everv 1.000 men there are only 983 chine are washed in less than fifteeo
minutes.
womCTThe trouble about trebling the
Czar's guards is that the operation
It Banishes Flies.
may surround him with three times
Yale Presidents' Mace.
Place In every room this mixture:
Space Is provided In the gold and
the ordinary number of anarchists.
Half a teaspoonful of white pepper, silver mace presented to the president
Admiral Skrydloff has observed that one teaspoonful of brown sugar, and of the corporation of Yale for the
a lack of Information as to Interna- cue of cream, well mixed together. If r.ames of twenty more presidents In
tional law Is a handy thing for a na- cream is not available, use strong addition to the thirteen now on this
rymbol of academic authority.
val officer to have about him at times. green tea well sweetened.

Happy People of Japan
native Japanese, particularly
those who have not come Into close
contact with modern civilization. Is
distinguished as much by hls'naturnl
courtesy and politeness as by his aversion to clothing. The peasants in the
interior are especially noted for their
punctiliousness In saluting one another; even rickisha men hurrying
along the road with a passenger will
sometimes stop to greet a friend, while
a pretty woman receives a reverence
indeed. This salutation is not merely
a word or a nod, but a low bow and a
flourish of that little mushroom hat,
and the greater friends they are the
lower they bow. In saying good-btwo Japs never see each other's faces.
both being so busily engaged in bend- ing tneir hacks. As soon as one
straightens himself the other bows,
going backward all the whlle until
they consider it polite to refrain.
When a foreigner passes through a
village every person he meets, from
the little child to the old man, will
bow most profoundly, so that the passage partakes of the nature of a
procession. Your waiter at .he
hotel, too, would never think of turn
ing his back until he had bowed himself to a respectful distance, while
the number of salaams he makes while
taking your order would wear out an
ordinary back.
Another pleasant trait of these people Is their unvarying hospitality and
gayety. You may enter any house and
sit down and the host and his family
The

y

Chinese

,

gather about yon, offering cakes and
tea, all the while chattering like magpies. Any little incident that among
E'lropens .would pass unnoticed Is
cuite si fflclent to send these merry
folk Into fits of laughter.
The rural Japanese as a rile wear
as few clothes as the law allows, and
slice In some districts there Is no law
on this subject the result is obvious.
In fact, the children wear nothing at
all in summer, while the men and women have but a scant a very scant
apolosy for raiment. The national
garb Is, of course, the kimono; but
this Is often cast aside in favor of a
Bhort Jacket and trousers, or amoni.
the fishermen and the farm laborer:
a handkerchief or other small rag
This scantiness of clothing, however.
seems so natural that it rarely excites
remirk.
All the villages are remarkable for
their cleanliness and neatness, and
except for some of their sanitary arrangements, are models of comfort
and simplicity. Agriculture is carried
on with the crudest implements, ye:
with a skill and care which have made
a garden out of a land of barren mountains, while some rf the workmen In
regard to the arts of Joinery and weaving might give valuable hints to our

K
WASH BLUE
Coats to cents and equals 20 cents
worth of any other kind of bluing.

Won't Freeze, Spill, Break
Ncr Cpot Clothes
DIRECTIONS

s

one-hal-

old-tim- e

single-

i

Chroma-xylograph-

USIt

lleScfc
in the Water
around
At an win Grocers.

If a man doesn't break anything else
when be slips on a banana peel he Is
pretty sure to break one of the

own people.
A short excursion through this country wl!) give one a most pleasant impression of the land and Its Inhabitants, while their quaint courtesy and
persevering Industry render them worthy of considerable respect.

First to Print

Centuries before "the an. preservative" was known in Europe the Chi- nese had practiced printing and had
produced
illustrations by engraved
blocks. From the Chinese the Japanese learned to print, and engravings dating from the thirteenth
tury have been found.
Xylography was first employed In
the service of religion for reproducing
texts and images of the Buddha. This
was followed by the production of publications such as romances and novels.
In which the Illustrations were about
on a par with those In
chat
books. There were followed by
-sheet
prints and by that large
class of productions wnlch emanated
from the theater aa advertisements.
originated in
Japan at the commencement of the
eighteenth century with single sheets
printed from three blocks, black, pale
green or blue, and pale pink. A fourth
block was added In 1720, and two others were added about forty years later.
The art was brought to perfection
Rudyard Kipling has written a poem
Forgiveness.
of
Need
in
Language.
Musical
Turkish
Dentist
between 1765 and 1785 In the single
the meaning of which has to be exto
was
taken
language
by
Edith
is said
The Turkish
sheet pictures, "Tori Kyonaga," "Suplained In footnotes. There can be no a Little
dentist, who removed an aching scholars to be the softest and most zuki Haruhobu" and "Katsusawa Shun
doubt after this that Rudyard is a real tooth.
prayers
her musical of modern times, being better sho."
That evening at
poet.
mother was surprised to hear her say: adapted to the purpose of musical no"Forgive us our debts as we forgive tation and recitation than even the
A New York youth tells his guardian
our dentists."
Italian.
that he cannot live on a paltry $18,000
a year. Guardle should ask him if
Animals Do Not Think.
Temperature Affects Percolation.
there Is any special reason why he
jVhn Burroughs, after a careful
The percolation of a liquid through
should live.
a porous solid is much affected by study covering many years. Is of trie
Whatever Minister von Plehve may the temperature. It has been found opinion that animals do not think,
Some one induced Jimmy to go to
have been guilty of and his record, that the internal friction is reduced but have a keen perception, and live
entirely in and through their senses. Sunday school. It was the first time
to say the least. Is not a spotless one as the temperature rises.
hu had been there. He was ill at ease
his coachman, who died with him,
at first and cast anxious glances at
was innocent.
Horses Must Have Water.
Artistic Gem Cheaply Bought.
appears to be a genuine print- the door. Once he suggested to his
A horse In good eondltion can exist
What
In attempting to effect social re- about twenty-fiv- e
days without food If ing by Constable was purchased in a nearest neighbor that they "make a
form by raearfs of a model saloon the he has plenty of water. If he has food Margate auction mart for $2.50. The sneak."
The teacher observed that Jimmy
New York reformers show that they without water, five days would prob- - picture has been examined by an exneeded attention, and she did the best
know how to reacji a great part of the ally end bis existence.
pert and valued at $3,000.
she could to win his good will. In
New York populat on.
the simplest of language she told
Her.
of
in
Nice
Book
Largest
the
World.
th story of the creation of tho world.
Now that war balloons for dropping
girl
a
home
taking
you
are
world
book
is
in
in
largest
the
When
The
narration was so plain and her
explosives upon the headB of the enit is intelligent of her to cross the British museum. It Is an atlas. Hsr
so earnest that the street
manner
emy may be used In the far east, look at night
.
street
of
sldf
3
the
measuring 5 feet 10 inches bjr
feet Arab couM not nelp Dut be ,mpre88ej
over to the dark
out for a new and richly variegated without your saying anything about z
inenes, ana weiguinB ciuse upon iwo aHUUUUv, h 1r.tgl4,
i,nnw
... W4 .w
...........
bunch of war rumors.
hundredweight.
It. New York Press.
.
ent.
Had she stopped there all might
"Newport dull?" says Harry Lehr.
Couldn't.
Where Man la Handicapped.
have been well, but she thought she
"Why, Newport's not dull; it's unconA cheese-mlt- e
a quarter of an inch would make sure of her conquest by
Said be: "You're a peach. Fly with
scious." And can this be the Harry
his long can Jump out of a vessel six addressing herself to Jimmy direct.
Jehr who bends his Intellect to the me?" She replied as she dashed
hope: "You're mistaken. A 'peach,' Inches deep. To equal this feat a man
subject of red neckties?
"Do you understand, James?" she
did you say? Well, I'm not I'm a can- would have to Jump out of a well lie inquired.
deep.
taloupe."
feet
Still, the Shanghai liar hasn't sent
She's talking to you, said Jimmy s
out anything as good as the tale about
companion, nudging htm when be
the frog who ate some dynamite paste
noticed that Jimmy didn't recognize
Bacteria In Milk.
Forbids Red Blouses.
and then hopped so high he exploded
In the best milk bacteria number the strange name of James.
The sultan has forbidden the wear
and wrecked the establishments.
ing of red blouses by Armenian wom- 10,000 to a spoonful. In a really bad
"Huh?" said Jimmy inquiringly ol
sample of milk the astonishing total the teacher.
en. The color Is believed to symbol-hnamed
Esopus
wasn't
It seems that
of 600 million is reached.
the bloodshed in their countiy.
'Do you understand the lesson?"
after Esop, but is an old Indian name,
which the early Dutch settlers spelled
Eyesight Hurt by City Life.
Three Nations Make One G'jve.
variously Esopus, Seopus, Sopus and
The English race is getting nearIt takes three nations to .uake the
Ropers. Now can you pronounce it?
tne Kin, sighted owing to the city life and conbest gloveB Spain to prod-.cTenth-Stor- y
France to cut it out, an'. England to ditions of civilization, says a
Henry M. Stanley left over $750,000. sew
oculist.
it together.
chiefly the result of the sales of his
explorer
If
an
pays
to be
It
books.
Glycerin on Prunes.
Railroads in Argentina.
A breeze blows In at the window here,
you continue the exploration properly
leaves;
the music of
Railroads In Argentina are making Thewith
It is believed that French prune
after you have come bach to civilizapatter of rain on a farmhouse roof
growers use glycerin to give their favorable progress, it Ib reported, unand a flash of the trickling eaves;
tion.
of a long. Ions lane that
dried fruit its peculiar glistening ap- der the direction of English capital- The
turna and winds among the trees;
ist!.
doctor nays the pearance.
A Massachusetts
The scent of clover and mint and thyme
and the buzz of humblebeea;
wearing of smoked glasses prevents
A breeze blows In at (he window here.
bay fever. He probably believes, also,
Cheap Production of Alcohol.
Governments Protect Quail.
with th sickles' harvest tune.
Quails are becoming bo scarce that The ripple and splash of a
Alcohol, with twice the heating
that people can be free from rheumapotatoes
carry
stream and the light of a harvest
in f.ower of petroleum, can be made frou both France and Germany have absotism It they will
moon
the leaves and
lutely prohibited their killing.
'their pockets.
wood at a cost of 15 cents a gallon.
That Alters away through
boughs in a yellow filigree:
window here
the
in
at
blows
A
breeze
'
ixrd Kelvin Inclines to the opinion
that Is fraught with memory.
Saxony Overcrowded.
School for Women Gardeners.
ith.r the energy of radium comes from
Saxony has 281 people to the square Here is the tower of a tranlte pile and
The only school for women garden'without, and that radium is merely
here la an endless wall
London is at the Royal botanic mile, against only 104 to the mile tor
in
ers
agent
thereof.
This
disbursing
like
Of brick and stone, with the misty light
park.
Regent's
of the empire.
rest
the
gardens,
of
the city over all.
anknocking
of
effect
should have the
Up from the street comes a ceaseless
din, and the rattle of wheels on
other million dollars a pound off the
stone,
Money in Mineral Water.
Where Charity Usually Begins.
price of It.
window
the breeze blows In at the
H seems to be the general opinion
The capital invested in the mineral Buthere,
with the scent of a rose,
begin
at some- water industry in Great Britain Is
Will somebody who knows kindly (hat charity should
With the tinkle far of a schoolhouse bell
nearly $75,600,000.
help the worried editor of the Hart- body else's home.
and the cry of lads at play.
deep
The murmuring chant of the forest
ford Poet? "Why is it." he aaks, "that
and the fields that stretch away
a man who has slumbered lightly all
Peculiarity of Comet.
To the rising hills, where the moon Is
The Ways of Women.
till tne yellow flames arise
night will go Into a deep sleep lust
A woman laughs when she ran and Aa hid,
The comet of 1843 was the only one
swuns for
the rays of a night-lamabout ten minutes before It's time for at the last century which was visible weeps
when
us through Um arch of
she
will. -- French
lilm to get up?"
In daylight.
Proverb.

FOR

Bfverr housekeeper should know
thai H they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because it
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up In
ages, and the price Is the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from all Injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you a
package it is because he has
a stock on hand which he wishes to
dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 oza." Demand
Defiance and save much time and
money and the annoyance of the Iron
ticking. Defiance never sticks.
An artist's model does well if she
makes a bare living.
12-o-

Many Children Are Sickly.
Mother Uray'sSweet Powders for Children,
used by Mother Gray, a nurse in Children's
Home, New York, cure Summer Complaint,
Feverishnoss, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders and Destroy Worms. At
all Druggists', 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Lo ltoy, N. Y.

The technique of Japanese Engraving and printing Is thus described:
The picture, drawn for the engraver
on thin, transparent paper of a particThe Standard Oil trust refuses to
any light on the dispute ns to,
ular kind. Is pasted face downward throw
party It Is going to support.
which
upon a block of wood, usually cherry,
and the superfluous thickness of paper
Important to 191 others.
Is removed by a process of scraping
Examine carerally every bottle of CASTOHTA,
until the design is clearly visible.
a safe and enre remedy for infanta and children,
The borders of the outline are then and
see tbat it
Incised very lightly In the more delicate parts with a kind of knife and
Bear the
the interspaces between the lines of Signature of
the drawing are Anally excavated by In TJ8 For Over 30 Years.
means of tools of various shapes.
Too Kind You Uavo Always Bought.
The Ink is then applied with a brush
and the printing Is effected by hand
A prize UKiiier can tunc! up under
pressure, assisted by a kind of pad, more hot punches that a booze fighter
can.
to which procedure may be attributed
much of the beauty of the result. CerIf you don't get the biggest and best
tain graduations of tone and even It's your own fault. Defiance Starch
polychromatic effects may be pro-- pOSltlvely nothing to equal it in qual- duced from, a single block by suitable ity or quantity.
application of ink or color upon the
Probnbly the humane landlord bars
wood, and on carefully extmlnlng children
from his flat because they
these prints it is often apparent that wouldn't have room In It to grow.
a great deal of artistic feeling has
been exercised in the execution of the
picture after the designer and engraver had finished their portion of the
work. -

Jimmy at Sunday School

e

well-know- n

A

wind-swe-

rock-boun- d

half-Mow-

p

the teacher asked in her sweetest
manner.
"Yeh," replied Jimmy.
"That is good, said the teacher approvingly. "Now, remember God made
the people of the world. He made all
the animal-- , all the trees, all the flowers, everything!"
Somewhere near Jimmy's hair roots
an idea began to work.
This took
form soon in a look in Jimmy's eyes
that the teacher, who was a student
of children, was quick to Interpret.
"What Is It, Jamea?" sbe asked.
Jimmy shied once more at "James,"
but managed to give utterance to the
question that was bothering him.
"Did he make der river?" he asked.
"Yes," said the teacher, "God made
the river."
Jimmy looked puzzled. Then he said:
"Did God make Jeffries?"
The teacher wis inclined to be
shocked, but she answered "yes."
Then Jimmy looked up into the
teacher's face with a smile that was
radiant with pleasure,
tald the boy. New York Press.
"Gee! He must have been buBy,"

Every housewife gloats
over finely starched
linen and. white goods.

Conceit is justifiable

P

after using

Defiance
It gives a'

Starch.
stiff, glossy white- -'
ness to the clothes'
and does not rot
them. It Is absolutely pure. It is
the most economical
because It goes
farthest, does 'more
and costs less than
others. To be had of all
grocers at 16 oz.
for toe.

STARCH CO,

THE DEFIANCE

Reverie

OMAHA. NEB.

Here are the streets where the tollers
are, and the din of busy wheels.
But a breeze blows In at the window
here like a welcome thief, and steals
The glow of the city streets away, and
the pulsing roar grows dim
In the melody of a church bell's chime
and the chant of an evening hymn.
The stony streots are turfy paths and
the city's din and roar
Is the far-onote of the woodland wild
or the break of waves on shore.
When the
winds from the
far hills blow, and the tears that dim
the eye
Are dewdrops on wood violets In the
cloistered dells that lie.
A breeze comes In at the window her.
like a southing message blown
From the world of birds and trees and
flowers to the world of brick and
stone;
Cries out to the heart that Is caged and
barred and bids It spread Its wings
For a little while and wander back
where the
sings;
The tinseled alow of the city palee In the
light of tne yellow moon
That fMtara down through the bousha
and leave, and th joy of th
tun
Kings out In a song of welcome horns;
while the aits' roar grows dim
In the rhyme and chime of the oM
church bell apd the not of an even
Ing hymn!
1
w rulev. u Nasi Tarsi ti
ff

d

sweet-voice-

d

wild-bir-

d

wild-bird'- s

E. E. BURLINGAME

A

CO.;

ASSAfOFRCE-- Ry
KetabUshed in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mall or
express U1 receive prompt and careful atteatlon
Gold aSHier Bullion
Concentration
lte-IJ3-

S

Test

"vHT.Sr,
,uer
100

Lawrence

St..

,u
Daavar. Colo.,,

JOHN (X.I it s AttHAY CO.
Copper or
tl.uu Mch. any
bluer,
two If .to, any t iree U.U).
Sampl. by mall receive prompt attention.

Oold,

i

Placer Uuld, Hetortl sad Rich Ores Boufhl

ItS

Arapaho

St., DttNVKa,

COLO.

Hereford and Shorthorn Bulls

Until racUUra 1 and blsb grade, ai-- o raua-bra- d
ralvaa lor aala. Addraat THE WEST EH N BBKKD-KRASSOCIATION, A. J llMuweii. Oenaral Mut-aga-r,
Unloo Stuck Tarda, Dauvar. Ooiorado.

BEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIER
CURBS

catarrh of the stomach.

MMMMMMMM

Red River

Major Waller &elU
of Hi Sufferings.

Prospector.

RED RIVEK,

NEW MEXICO.

HOIINEI) MEN AI'OUNI)
PRCOFS THAT THEY ACTUALLY EAIST IN MODERN LIFE.

MANY

The eastern mall baa brought the report of Major Waller on the famous
expedition conducted by him across
lie island of Samar.
Major Waller's
.sports are formal and do not go
details, but the news of the affairs
is contained In a dispatch from Lieut.
R. W. Shoemaker, U. S. N., who conducted the relief expedition that succored the marines. After detailing tha
irrlval In the American llnea of Capt.
Porter and Lieut. Williams with a portion of the men the report says:
"Capt. Porter and Lieut. A. S. Williams in conversation gave me substantially the following account of
In-l-

anrgeon Sarvtnc 0n the Gold
Cout round Opportunities at Making

English

lkthM

of In'. Natural Curiosities
Combination of Horns no I Till,

Men and women endowed with horns
In the
world we live In
,
A short time ago Surgeon lamprey
of the army medical siaft met with and
studied three horned men In Africa,
each having a horn on either side of
his nose.
"While serving on the Gold Coast,"
said he, "I had opportunities of making drawings of these people.
The
first horned man
had an opportunity
of observing was a Faiuee named
Cofea, aged about 32 years, from the
little village of Amaquanta, in Wasau

are not by any means unknown

1

territory.
d
"The second horned man wis a
youth, aged about 18, named
Quassie Jabln, from the Oamln territory, and nut a kinsman of the first
long-face-

one.

"From a statement made by him
through a Fantee interpreter, I gathered tnat this hornlike growth had
been in existence as long as he could
remember.

"The third case was that of Cudjo
aged about 20. He stated
through an interpreter that so far as
he was aware this horn-lik- e
knob bad
grown
of Itself. It certainly had
grown larger as he had grown older.'
It gave hrra no incom enhance. He
could see and smell perfectly."
Hundreds of cases more remarkable
have recently been collected in an Interesting report by Drs. George Goulu
and Walter Pyle, both well known
pathologists.
"Human horns," say they, "are far
more frequent than ordinarily supposed. Nearly all the older writers
M
y mention horns
cite examples.
on the head.
"in the ancient timeB horns were
Danso,

'

An Inopportune

Question.

There used to be an old gentleman
living In Wllllamstown, N. J., known

HIS LEGS.

Cripple Answered the Old I ady's Question, Out She Wm Not Satisfied.
Speaker Henderson lost one of his
legs In battle, but docs not miss it
much nowadays, as he has such an excellent substitute. "A good many
people," he says, "ask me how I lost
tell them, but 1
my leg. Generally
always think of the story of the Iowan
who had both legs cut off by a buzz-saOne day he was riding In a railroad train and an old lady who sat
ncross the aisle from him stared at his
stumps pretty hard. Finally she said:
" 'Pardon me, sir; but will you tell
me how you lost your legs?'
" 'No, 1 won't,' the legless man
The old lady sighed and settled
back in her seat. Pretty aoon she
staring again, and. unable to conceal her curiosity, she pleaded:
" T wish you woulu tell me how
you lost your legs.'
1

d.

"The man relented.
" 'Well.' he said, 'I'll tell you If you
will promise not to ask me any more
questions. Now, mind you, you can't
ask another question.'
" 'I promise,' said the old lady In
a quiver of excltemenf.
" 'Well.' eald the legless man, T had
them chawed off.' "
Duet mid Consumption.

That dust is a cause of consumption
Is clearly shown In the statistics of
the patients treated at the sixty institutions of the German Empire for
the cure of tuberculosis.
In 1,095 cases, or more than one-haof the 2.161 persons under consldera-ptlothe origin of the disease was alleged to be due to the continuous inhalation of duet Involved by their emFour hundred
ployment, as follows:
cases from the effect of
snc. thirty-on- e
"dust" without more exact designation; 182 cases from tne effect of metal
dust; 120 cases from the effect of
ctone, coal or glass dust, 111 cues
from the effect of wool dust and 126
eases from the effect of various kinds
lf

n,

4

pistol, but did not know how to work

Ba-ee-

twenty-flve-mll-

of dust.

suffl-cle-

the weapon.
"Williams was rercued by a few of
his men. who tottered up, armed with
sticks, and the natives took to the
bush.
No Filipinos were seen In the
region, there being no food. The retheir wanderings:
lief party saw some coming from the
"On Jan. 1, being then on half radirection of Hermane,' so It Is probtions, with very little food left, Major able that the Insurgents
about there
Waller decided to split the party, he got wind of the desperate condition
taking fifteen of the strongest men the marines and were hurrying up of
to
nd pushing on for Basey and Capt. take advantage of it. Relief came
Just
Porter following his trail bb rapidly In time.
as possible with the main body.
"It took practically all of Jan. 18
"On Jan 2 a native came back from to get the
sufferers, thirty-on- e
In number, including two officers eighteen In
stretchers, unable to move across the
river and out through the surf to the
vessel.
The Job was finished at 6:30
p. m., and at 3 we started for Tacloban
direct, as an army surgeon said at
Lanang that an hour saved in transit
might mean an arm or a leg to some.
We reached Tacloban at 8 a. m., and
the worst cases were at once transferred to the hospital.
"The others, Including eight or ten
natives net included in the above toI transferred to
tal of thirty-one- ,
seeing Major Waller.
His party
appears, from the statement of the
officers, to have been reduced to nearly
the same extremity as the other. They
had practically given up hope when
Major Waller.
the opportune capture of a small boy.
UToltfr with
nntn ntatincr that lm the only native seen, resulted In their
getting through to the coast."
(Waller) had given up the idea of getting through and would return,
Porter to mate directly for
Startled the Ctinffreg-atlonthe river and build rafts for the entire
Dr. George C. Lorlmer. of the Madiparty.
This Porter tried to do, but son Avenue Baptist church. New York,
failed to And wood that would float. when visiting Philadelphia recently,
It was raining hard at this time and told this story:
the river was about ten feet above Its
"It Is queer what a liking young stunormal level and running with viodents have for long ,ords and Latin
lence. As Major Waller did not apquotations, and what a dread possesses
pear, Porter sent Capt. Bearss to him them of appearing conventional. I once
to ascertain his plans, then return and knew a promising candidate who Was
report.
Bearss failed to return, but given charge of a funeral In the abhe reached Waller and went on with sence of the pastor of the church. He
knew It was customery for the minishim.
"On Jan. 3, I think, Porter pushed ter to announce after the sermon that
ahead to get assistance with eight of those who wished should step up to
the strongest men, leaving WilliamB to view the remains, but he thought this
follow with the crippled and lame as was too hackneyed a phrase, and he
far as the boat, secreted on the way said instead:
" 'The congregation will now pass
up to be used In an emergency like the
present. Porter reached the boat, but around the bier." "

symbolical of wisdom and power. Michael Angelo in hi" famous picture of
Moses has given the patriarch a pair
of horns."
There is a greater f eriuency of ho na
among women than among men, according to these authorities.
The combination of horns and tall
on a human being would naturally give
rise to extravagant superstition. There
is a description of such a case in a recent medical report. The creature,
said to have been dubbed the "Hoo- found Bhe had been damaged and was
doo or Plato," was born eight years unflt for use. So he started on a
e
'hike' for
Lanang.
ago In Minnesota.
He was a boy five
He had reached theri with three men on the
weekB old when described.
hair twe Inches long all over his body;
his features were fiendish, and his eyed
shone like beads beneath his shaggy
brows. He had a tall eighteen inches
long, horns from the skull, a full set
He
hands.
of teeth, and claw-lik- e
snapped like a dog, crawled on all
fours and refused the natural sustenance of a normal child. The country
a
people considered this devil-chil- d
...nishment for a rebuff that the mother gave a Jewish peddler selling crucifixion pictures.
Fabricus, the famous Italian anatomist of the fourteenth century, records
that he saw a man with norns on hlu
head, and who chewed the cud.
Dr. Saxton reports that he has cut
several hornH from ears of patients.
There are further reports of such protuberances found on the eyelid, the
nape of the neck, the lower lip and
the chin. London Express.
HOW HE LOST

under the altered condition It required
diplomacy on the part of
Lieut Williams to handle them at all.
Just before reaching the river two
bearers tried to kill Williams, etab-bln- g
him about the chest with a bolo.
He tried to shoot, but had not
strength to pull the trigger. Then
they tried to kill him with his own
considerable

'Minors
afternoon of the 11th.

iokiiim.

Five men had
given out, but, living on two dogs that
atrayed their way, they finally reached
the post.
"The relief expedition under Lieut.
Williams, First Infantry, on account of
the height of the river, was unable to
get away until the morning of the
14th.
Williams deserves the highest
praise for his twenty-fiv- e
miles' fight
againBt the current and up the rapids,
hauling his boats along by hand a
good part of the way. It was not until
the morning of the 17th that
he
reached the starving marines in their
stopping place near the river. Their
condition at the time was
terrible.
For days no man among them bail
strength to carry a rifle. Nine of them
had either gone crazy or had fallen by
the trail half dead from starvation and
exposure.
It had rained steadily for
eighteen days.
"Lieut. A. S. Williams had made
every effort to get them along, but had
to abandon them.
He could only
save the men who were able to reach
the boat by the river, the probable
point of arrival of the relief expedition. He got there on the night of the
16th Inst., his party having been without food except roots, the pulp of
plants and a very few sweet potatoes
for fifteen days.
"To further complicate matters the
native bearers, about thirty in number, became sulky, practically refusing
assistance to the white men. They
would build shacka aa a protection
from the continual downpour
for
themselves only, and,
knowing
the
edible roots and plants, were
more
skillful in obtaining food.
"A time came when no white man
could carry a rifle, and those not lost
were In the hands of the native", and

A

In Sotith Carolina
Dispensary Law Seems To Be Accomplishing
Some Good in That Sta.te.
(Special Letter.)

dispensary law of
South Carollua Is novel in
Its workings, and where It
Is enforced
It aeemlngly
advances the ai- r- of prohibition and good government. Requiring the sale
of liquors only at author-lre- d
places, and the taking away
of all purchases with the seal unbroken, it eliminate! the saloon
and tho treating habit, compelling traffic only In liquors tested
and certified to be pure by a state
chemist, and sold by salaried agents
under Btate and municipal supervision.
It destroys one of the saloon evils, the
clement of personal profit; while mak- HE

All liquors must be sold only when a
written request Is made therefor, Lie
request to bear the name and address
of the purchaser and the fact of his
being of age, and no dispenser can seM
or offer for sale any liquors other than
such as are furnlBhcd by the state
commissioner, while the adulteration
of any auch liquors is punishable by a
fine of $200 or six months' imprisonare
ment. All requests for liquors
made upon blanks similar to bank
checks, which are furnished by the
county auditor, to wnom the blanks
when filled out are turned over every
three months as a check upon the disAny person making a false
penser.
or fictitious signature or signing another's niae to a blank is liable to a
fine of $25 or thirty days' imprisonment.
The annual report of the state board,
recently submitted to the legislature,
showed that the aggregate business of
the state dispensary for 1901 was nearThere was on hand at
ly $2,000,000.
the beginning of the present fiscal
year $647,700 worth of liquors, about
equally divided between the state and
While the law
county dispensaries.

STREAM.

oloules.
sports to Itrltlsh
Great Britain's exports to Its colonies, according to recent returns, InIts excreased In 1901 by $51,365,000.
ports to foreign countries In the same,
period, decreased $104,830,000.

llellans

on Kugllsh Ships.

Several young members of the Belgian aristocracy are nov serving their
time as apprentices on board English
sailing ships.

:

trade in the state and county dispensaries.
The receipts for the year amounted
to $1.9b2,080, the sales rangtng from
$126,668 to $220,896 a month.

The

dis-

bursements for the year amounted to
$2,071,726, and the largest purchases
of supplies were made during January,
when there was paid out $385,41 1.
An analysis of the profit and loss account Is Interesting. The gross profits
are figured at $480,490. while a brewing
company having a dispensary privilege
In Charleston paid $1,679 therefor and
contraband goods valued at $6,085 were
seized and turned Into the stock in
trade.
The net profit of the business for the
year figures $120,962. That is, that sum
was the state s share of the business,
which goes to augment the
school
fund, while about as much was made
by the local dispensaries and divided
between the counties and towna.
The state owed $196. 69c for liquors
and supplies on the first of the year.
lu the enforcement of hhe law there
Is great laxity, for Charleston and Columbia, the larger cities In
which
there are dispensaries, are known as
"wide open" places, grocers, druggists,
clubs and saloons selling liquors openly in competition with the dispensaries. BarB are run wide open, night
and day. In Charleston, and nearly all
of the grocers deliver liquors upon
Ing compulsory the sale only in day- order.
light, it tends to keep men home
Periodical spasms of enforcing the
nights, and the Influence of the family law occur, but the violators are subof
the
jected to merely a nominal fine, which,
circle takes the place of that
as the raids occur not more frequently
In all these essensaloon and club.
tial features the dispensary law drives than twice a year, does not worry the
the saloonkeeper to seek another oc- dealers, who consider the payment of
about $200 a year In fines as much
cupation, while it is minimizing misdemeanors and crimes. ThlB from the cheaper than a license under which
they would be restricted to early closviewpoint of strict enforcement.
Concisely stated, the South Carolina ing hours and the inspection of their
system is the distribution of liquors places by a commission and the police.
by state agencies, subject lo local suThere have been times when the law
pervision.
Penalties for violations of
of trust was quite strictly enforced in Char- the law and for breaches
range from $100 to $500 line or one to
twelve months' Imprisonment, or both.
Dispensers must not sell to minors
or Intoxicated persons and besides
making weekly returns to the state
treasurer, they must also make returns of the profits accurlng to the
city and county at least once in three
months, dividing the money equally
between the county and the city or
town treasurer. In the cr.se of the
of the law the state
board has the right to withhold the
county'B share of the profits of the
business and use it to pay constables.

as Uncle John Klrby! a shoemaker by
trade, and weighing 250 pounds.
He
was very religious,
and exceedingly
thoughtful of his wife. One day Uncle
John started down cellar for a pitcher
of cider, missed his footing and fell to
the bottom of the stairway. His good-wifheard the noise, guessed
the
trouble, and ran quickly to the head of
the stairs.
"John, did you break my
nice
pitcher," she shouted.
After a moment s silence John answered:
"No, d
It. but I will."
And he did.
Ton Much Responsibility.
There is an alarming Increase In the
duties and responsibilities laid upon
the highest officials of our country.
Some remedy should be devised, for it
.:
as a nation to overfor
is not
work those whom we Intend to honor.
of the Treasury Lyman
Gage made the folwlng remark to a
friend Juat after retiring from bis Important position In the government:
"I feel like a man "'h has been upon
a long and stormy voyage. Though I
am now upon firm ground once more, I
I
still feel the motion of the ship.
can't persuade myself yet that I am
really free."

AmRICA DE8POILS THE BRITON.

lip

Lament That England's Art Treasure
Are Now Going Across the Atlantic.
Mr. Claude Phillips, a well known
art critic of London, now curator of
the great Wallace collection at Hertford house, Bounds a note of alarm
In the Nineteenth Century and After
for March on the rapid disappearance
from Great Britain of the art treas-tirewhich oy fair or other means
have been accumulated by British
wealth. He begins his article on "The
Increasing Export of England's Art
Treasures," with the statement that
"for the last twenty years or more the
gains of England In masterpieces of
painting and In works of art generally
have been greatly overbalanced by her
loBses." Collectors from all parta of
Europe, more particularly the Berlin
gallery, have outl id Englishmen at
auctions and at private sales.
Furthermore, a growing and greater-dange- r
threatens the BrltlBh hold on
ItB works of art. the competition of
Americana as buyers. "If the flow of
worka of art westward is as yet a
moderate though already a menacing
stream, it threatens soon to become a
cataract, then a mighty river, then an
ocean, so astonishing is the lust for
pictures, good, bad and indifferent,
that has developed Itself."
s

couple of years ago the Unh.n Paltnllrond Company offered prizes
for the best articles on the subject:
"Cnn the Parol and Ranch Products of
Colorado Be Doubled, and If So. What
Would Be the Effect Upon the Business of Denver? The three best articles nre published In pamphlet form.
For n copy nnd some account f what
we have clone In the vicinity of Romeo, In the sunny Sun Luis vnllev, Id
the wnj- - of a practical demonstration
of this BUliJect. write to Zeph. Chax.
Felt, 108 Boston building,
Denver,
Colorudo.
A

cific

Successful doctors know how to prolong the convalescence of thvtr wealthy
putlentB.

No matter how positive a woman may
be of anything, she Is seldom willing to
bet renl money em it.
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HKPAIKStor every known mske of
stove, furnace or range. GEO. A.
St., Denver,

i,.,-
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SUPPLIES

DAIRY
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tern Write for rataloa. Watklna MdseCo., lMSWaleo
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The Stairway Lifted.
leston, and then tne violators were
keepers of what Is known as "blind
tigers." Most of the "blind tigers"
are either cellar dives or upstairs
and the hoisting stairs to a
club are one of the sights of the city.
These stairs swing on iron bearings
above the ground floor in an alleyway
alongside the building and are hoisted
by a chain device. The guard is often
seen standing at the foot of the stairs,
and when a customer ascends. If there
is any danger of a sudden descent by
the police upon the place the stairs
As there Is no other
are raised.
means
cf entrance to the building
above the first floor it requires some
time for the police to procure ladders and get into windowB in making
a raid and this gives the proprietors
and their help sufficient time to hide
or destroy their stock and utensils before the police enter.
The dispensaries of Charleston, as
well as in the smaller places, are ordinary looking stores, fitted up somewhat after the style of a drug store,
with the windows filled with bottled
goods. Over the door of one of the
club-room- s,

Charleston dispensaries Is the significant sign, "Quality Will Tell."
In the smaller towns and cities the
dispensary law is more strictly enforced, and. as a general thing, it is

favored by the citizens.
As to the liquors sold by the dispensaries, all that need be said is that
there is a large variety to choose from,
at various prices, the original package
goods selling for 25 and 50 per cent
more than in the north. The largest
seller is corn whiskey of the
grade, about
cent proof,
and the tale of this In half-piflasks
(or 10 cents quite effectually stamps
out the "blind t'g ra" In the
smaller places, hecause the cheapness
of the whisky and the guarantee of the
state chemist recommends it over the
72-p-

"moonshine"

or

"home-destroye-
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Burrell's Best Seeds.

On Ro kj Ford Cantaloupes and Walrrmelnai
fnll of 1901. My imrden .ihiU nre nil of Market
All who iirow usrdenn
ftliould linve my rataloirue. It Is frf. Write today. No icarduu Is complete without my seeds.
I). V III KKKLL'8 ROCKY ITUBU SEED

Gardeners' Quality.

HOl'gK, Rooky Ford, Colo

WE

HANDLE EVERYTHING
Used in or About

the

Creamery, Cheese

Fac-

tory or Farm Dairy.
q State Agents for

De Laval

Cream

Separators
Separators Sold on Easy Payments.
Write us for Catalogue of
Dairy Appliances.

Littleton Creamery
8ot-i8o-

o

Co.

Market St., Denver, Colo.

California
Excursions
Oul.v $'T from Denver;

snme

reduction to Phoenix, Ari.ouu.

grades sold illegally.
Sialrway Heady for llol.tlna:waa designed to benefit the schools, In
lluilB-tirstops Trains.
that all of tne state's profit in the
The other day, Just as a train was
handling of liquors goes
the school about to leave Kutas, in Hungary, for
fund, it Is saa commentary that the Palfalva, an official appeared and put
money is tied up in the business, and seals on the wheelB of the engine. The
the schools will not bentllt to any passengers had to get off and walk.
great extent for several years unless The company was 290 crowns in armoney is set aside by the state for the rears in payment of taxes. Next day
conduct of the business and no profits tne tuxes were paid and the train proare annually turned Into t.ie school ceeded.
The report of the board of
fund.
control ehows that thetie is to the
It is he who smiles when all otttm
credit of the school fund about $611.-00- frown who deserves the
which la rt presented by stock lu credit.
.

greiir

Dully, March
to April
.Tickets kchmI lu tourist
ami ohair curs.
The Siiimi l'e most directly
raacftaa the great
dlMi'icts of
California.
Phenomenal yields,
rivaling the tent eastern Baltla,
Get ii home in wonderful
San Joaquin Valley) usk for
hook about it.
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Santa Fe

Call on home aaent or urMres
Uenerul Agent A. T A 8
Denver. Colorado.
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The Last Banderilla.
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By (lABRIELB OAROFFI.

neighbor, Solodad Jlmenei, &n
tndalucian with black hair and flaah-n- g
eyes. Is the beauty of the street.
Her husband. Jose serves under the
arders of the first swordsman of the
Mara de Madrid, and this afternoon
'.here Is a bull fight. Jos arrived
from Malaga; he is an honest
!eltow, modest and sympathetic, who
:htnks a great deal of Ms wife and of
In two pretty children .who add such
tappines to his humble home. If he

5

yes-:erd-

:rles very hard and undergoes many
Daidshlpg and takes many risks with
li ' bull, it ts In order to bring a little
omfort and warmth to that nest of
love that Just now In the winter is
ery cold; perhaps It is because
of
the fatigues that h endures that he Is
known among his comrades by the
Ilas of "Senor Fatlgas."
8oleda: went to the station very
sarly this morning and when, just
ifter daylight, I opened my window,
there appeared much rejoicing In the
She, seathouse of the
ed by the balcony, was hastily patching the red and yellow cloaks that
here and there showed black stains of
blood, hardly dry; the children were
playing with the ribbons of a rosette;
rtretched on a chair was the costume
ot blue silk with It's trimming of
black cord. Soledad was singing, and
from time to time, said something to
her husband, '.ho was changing his
rlothlng in the next room; two turtle
doves In a divided cage were wooing
rach other passionately and a crested
ranary, constant companion of the
Andaluclan, was pouring out its
song.
you a great
"Did they applaud
leal?" asked Soledad of Jose.
"A great deal, child of my soul;
more than I deserved."
"Ad you didn't have any accident?"
"Nothing of the sort. One of the
Duke's bulls desired
me
to knock
down when I decorated him, but I left
him with the desire, because I didn't
r.

ttay there."

"Ay, Pep6! What Joy It would be
you would only go into some other
business."
"There's no use talking about it;
I'm no: good for anything else and by
keeping on at the
I will
be able to provide all the things that
we want so much."
As the street is so narrow, I lost
do detail of the dialogue.
Jos6 finished his toilet and came out into the
parlor; he kissed his wife on the forehead and repeatedly embraced
his
children.
Soledad gave her husband
glance of great love, and said in a
very sad voice:
"Yesterday I was ill again. I hate
o to have those attacks; it makes
me so sad to think that "
Josfi's face became clouded:
"You shall call the doctor
Soledad. You occupy yourself too
much with thinking of me, dearest
Dne; but this cannot continue and
must .be remedied at once, no matter
what it costs. After all, the year will
not go so badly with us; more than
fights will be almost certain to
mako me a matador.
If

bull-fighti-

ity

Three o'clock In the afternoon.
The street seems almost deserted;
the stops are closed. It Is a street
where workingmen live and it is
Sunday. Jose has just finished dressing; a shirt, white as snow shows all
Ihe beauties of embroidery and ruffling
that the hands of Soledad know how
to give It; the numerous folds of the
crimson sash hide his graceful waist.
y
Josfi will wear a new costume,
green and silver. The younger child
has possessed herself of his velvet cap
and, standing before the mirror, Is
putting It on and oft, an action which
produces a strange effect on that little blonde head with its long silky
curls.
Soledad Is Impatient; the big clock,
the one ornament of the almost unfurnished room, is about to strife four.
To-da-

only as they go around the corner, he
turns his head to see the handkerchief which the graceful Soledad waves
to hlra in loving "Adlos."

SEVEN

MILLIONS

IN GOLD.

Greatest Amount of Haitian Km Carried In a dingle Vessel.
"I notice that the newspapers have
recently spoken of the carrying of
of bullion to a foreign country
by one of the ocean liners a the

The
must have already
commenced.
The afternoon ha become dark;
leaden clouds are rapidly hiding the greatest
ever transported,"
rays of the sun and In the houses the said a manasaount
who ha
been with the
shadows are becoming every moment navy for years
more pronounced. The waxen candles entirely wrong. to a reporter. "It I
In 1885 there wa
of the altar seem to burn with double brought from
the
in New Orleans
mint
intensity and the yellow glow from to the treasury In
Washlngtor
them falls full upon the white face
and let wo brought In a
of the gentle Andaluclan.
Soledad steamer.
remain kneeling, her lips move slow"The government decided tc transly; In her hands there Is neither cross port
115,000,000
nor rosary, for the ardent devotion of was first thoughtfrom New Orleans. It
the woman remove all need of them; rail, but this was best to brin,r It by
assuming i great
instead her fingers press with nervous riak. The cabinet discussed
the matmovements, a little watch that mark
ter carefully and It was finally .Jecided
with desperate slowness the hours of that the
safest way would be by water.
the Interminable struggle.
The members of the cublnet saw that
The night has fallen. Suddenlv n there was a
chance for a hold-n- o
if the
dazzling glitter of lightning flashes out money was
brought by train.
"The United States ship Swatara
was first designated to cany the
money, but it was found thut she
would be inadequate to transport the
whole amount, so the wooden, sailing
steamer Yantlc was pressed Into service to help out. We removed from
the Swatara her magazines. Thu BheLjg
from the shellroom were remored. as
were also the sails from the sallroom,
so that all available space was utilized
for packing the coin. The only weapon of defense was a Gatllng gun.
"The money was conveyed fi'm the
mint to the vessels In wagons. A
squad of socret service officers watched the worn. The two vessels were
in tow and the trip from New Orleans
to the Washington navyyard occupied
a little more than four days. Considerable wind was encountered off
but otherwise the trip was
without Incident. The money wag carried from the navy yard to thi treasury by an express company.
"The money was in boxes oi $2,000
each and in bags. My recollection is
that the money was in silver dollars,
or the greater part of It, for, while
Was caught and tossed by the bull, unloading at the navyyard, one
of the
across the sky and a fearful storm bags, rotten from being in storage so
breakB over Madrid.
gives long, gave way, and a large number of
Soledad
a cry and runs to the balcony to see silver dollars were scattered about the
for herself if the storm will be of wharf.
importance to her. The
"The Swatara was a historic craft.
do not return, but the "corrida" must John Surratt was brought back from
surely be finished because, aside from Malta in the Swartara. The prince of
the fact that the usual time has pass- Wales, now King Kdward, paid her a
ed, the tempest must, of course, have visit once when she was with the
put an end to it. What indefinable bit- American squadron at Villefranche in
terness is painted on the face of Jos6's the Mediterranean. She was then
wife! The rain has ceased for a mothe flagship. The prince, when he saw
ment, and the street Is filled with a her, asked:
" 'Is this a yacht or a man of war?'
thousand confused rumors. The shopkeeper of the corner has returned, talk-tn- g
"The Swatara is now in 'rotten row'
In a loud voice with a group of in the navyyard at San Frnnclsco,
friends; and the carriage does not ap- waiting to be surveyed. The J 11,000,-00- 0
pear.
carried by the Swatara from New
Orleans to Washington was the greatNight! And Jos5 does not come! est amount of money ever carried by
The newsboys are calling out the extra a single cratt."
paper that gives the account of the
afternoon's sport and of the advenMUCH MONEY FOR CANDY.
tures of the matador.
Soledad hears nothing. She hastens Nineteen Million I). .Hurt Spent in Paris
In Two Mouthi.
out Into the street, without heeding
Nineteen million dollars for coiyly!
the children that have just come In
from their play, In order to be In time No, that isn't what the. world spends In
a decade, but what the French people
to help their father take off his costume of "banderlllero." In a few min- pay out for sweets In two months, Deutes she is in the Prado and then In cember and January. The average
the old Aragon high-roawhich is price is (10 cents a pounds, so you can
dark, lonely and full of mud and that see your Parisian sister has a sweet
acrid and penetrating odor that always tooth of no mean proportions.
remains after a rain storm. Some of
France makes about 143,299,000 pounds
tue lamps have been blown out by the of confections every year and exports
violence of the wfnd and among the only
h
of It. England makes
little whirlwinds of muddy lenves that more than this and exports nearly half
are blown against Soledad's lace manIts product they don't give little girls
tilla, is a bit of yellow paper, a rem- candy In England the way they do over
nant of the programme of the "corri- here. Germany ranks third in the
da," which took place In a near-b- y
ambusiness among nations,
phitheater.
The branches of the and threatens to pass its rivals before
trees in the Retiro are agitated by conlong.
tinual gusts of wind and. seem like
The best French chocolates come
gaunt specters. A few black clouds
from Paris, Bordeaux and Lyonn, so be
drift across the horizon, half illumi
young man who comes to see
nated by the mist hidden moon. When sure the
sister and brings a box
yet not far from the Plaza, she sees the grown-uof candy has only the best. The fain the distance a sad cortege. Several
dependents are carrying on their mous marrons glaces come from
shoulders a mattress covered with a t-Ferrand. Card, Hhone, Cantal, and
Don't forget that, and
dark cloak. Two or three curious
make sure the name Is on the wrapper.
wayfarers are talking with the men.
French manufacturers of sweetmeats
"Poor Fatlgas!" one of them wa
are complaining now about tbe high
saying.
Soledad gives a choking cry and tax on sugar and cocoa. On the latter
a duty of $20.07 is imposed on each
can see nothing more.
220 pounds, while the Impost on sugar
The papers of the evening speak of amounts to $11.68 for the same amount.
the "corrida" dedicating more than Even at that French confectionery
half a column to the fall given to the would be cheap If the makers didn't
matador by one of the bulls; farther have to pay nearly 10 cents a pound
tax of the manufactured goods.
down it says with pitiless laconlsm:
"When the trumpet gave the signal
for the banderilla the afternoon was
Natives Keep the Secret.
threatening. The rain, the thunder
The Antalmoro, one of the oldest
and the lightning gave a most singular tribes of Madagascar, pojsess the seaspect to the combat. The banderlllero cret of making from the pulp of a na"Fatlgas" slipped in the mud as he tive shrub, a very beautiful and enwas planting his last rosette and was during kind of paper,
resembling
caught and tossed by the bull. It was parchment. Each family possesses
a
not possible to remain longer in the
paper,
of
this
on which Its
few sheets
Plaza, so relying on the benevolence
chronicles and traditions are recorded
of our readers, we retired."
and the tame paper is used for tranCaught and tossed!
If the fear of scribing the laws of
Mohammedanism.
the storm had not made the reporter!
Is said to have been Inventrun away, they might have been able The paper middle
of the ninth century
to add something else. The born of ed In the
shipwrecked on
the bull struck the unhappy Jose in by a Mohammedan
the left breast, and as the beast tossed the coast, who desired to transcribe
hi torn and water noaked copy of th6
him, it pierced his heart.
Koran In an enduring form, sayu
Companion.
The Antalmoro
They have buried Jos in the lonely Youth
Sacramental, and the matador who will only make the paper for sale when
gave bis friends such a fright went some pressing necessity arises.
next morning to Seville, where be will
Prayer Is the puUe of the Christian'
lead
"corrida."
y
the house of Soledad ia aa life there is no secular, no sacred,
the left It. The candles of the altar all la God
have burned out and covered tbe candelabra with smoke and (tains; the
Sympathy I all right In It proper
crested canary Is singing sadly because place, but there are times when a kick
there i no one to give him bis seed; would be far more effective.
bull-fig-
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the balconies remain open; the child
ren are being cared for by the neigh-bon the third floor, and in the
next house someone Is playing on tha
piano the "Alegrias y Penas," and the
voluptuous waltzes of Walteudfel, and
In the doorway the neighbors are com
menting upon the catastrophe.
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Admirers of Speevker Henderson Have
cently Sent Him
Present,
(Special

1

,

1

To-da-

Re-Uniqv-

Chett Story of

ie

Letter.)

PEiAKER HENDERSON
will at the end of his
career a speaker be able
to establish a museum
with the gifts that have
come to him from all
parts of tb: world. The
latest addition to his col
lection, a present from his loyal and
admiring constituency, Is a cane of
curious workmanship.
It handle Is
formed from a deer's foot killed near
Buena Vista, in the speaker's district.
long before he was elected to Congress
The stick was cut from a dogwood tree
at Mount Vernon, and is elaborately
carved by hand with three scrolls." The
first bears the Inscription: "I defend
the flag with the Rword, and justice
with the gavel."
Under this appear
four Masonic emblems and a mlnature
of the Capitol. The second scroll is
ornamented with a likeness of Daniel
Cox, Provisional Grand
Master
of
New York, New Jersey and Pennsyl
vania in the middle of the eighteenth
century. The last scroll Is Inscribed
Colonel D. B. Henderson was wounded
In the battles of Fort Donelson end
Corlntb; was elected to the XLVIIIth
Congress; made Speaker of the LVth
and LVIIth Congresses."
Senator Cullom is looking for the
person who 3tartod the report that the
senator is a poker player.
He says
if be finds the culprit outside of the
senate chamber there will be things
doing that will make the
n
set-t- o
look like a pink tea. For
over a month the eastern poperR have
contained accounts of the senator's exploits around the
d
table.
They have had him standing pat on
.
pair of deuces and throwing down
hill hands. Tbey have had him stay
ith three-cor- d
flushes and break aces
to draw to a straight. The point about
published stories that makes the
iuirman of the foreign relations
fed bad is that be always-gvtthe worst of it in the game.
Mr. Cullom says he does not play
poker md never dla, but If he did he
would not do such fool things as the
astern papers are trying to make out.
He stood this slander with comparative
equanimity until people began
to
write t him on the subject. Soma of
the letters Jeered at bis innoceboe.
there offered outlandish advice and
(111! others Informed him that he need
Bot be surprised If his fondness for the
gume received due atteution and censure when the Sunday school societies
meet next summer. Finally, one man
took pity on him.
He wrote a long
letter from Pittsburg and in it gave
elaborate Instructions as to how to
play poker. Pinned to a corner of
the letter was a dollar bill for a stake.
Mr. Cullom read the letter to a crowd
of senators In hlB committee loom the
ether day ajid he used unparliamentary
language in giving his opinion of the
writer. Then he told of his intention
to start on the warpath to punish his
slanderer. The other senators noticed,
"jowever, that he unpinned the bill
from the letter which so displeased
him and put it In his pocket.
A typical southern statesman is Senator Edmund Winston Pettus of Alabama. Tbe senator is a veteran of the
Mexican war, in which he served as
lieutenant, and a California pioneer of
'.he earliest days the days of "'49.'-Twyears in the Golden State satisfied
him that opening up a new country to
civilization was not his forte, and he
returned to the practice of law In AlaHe entered the Confedeiate
bama.
army as major and left it at the close
of the war a brigadier-genera- l.
Senator Pettus has he!d high position
In the Judiciary of his state, but Is
serving his first terra in the United
He is, of course, a
States Senate.
Democrat.
Nothing has so gratified Miss Barton In recent years as the greetings
and good wishes brought to her by
Prince Henry from the Emperor and
other members of the royal family of
Germany when he visited Washington.
It happened that in 1870, when the
Franco-Prussia- n
war broke out, Miss

Ing in many ways to the excellence of
the hospital service. Emperor William
made substantial recognition of her
work by bestowing upon her the Cros
of Merit, and hi daughter, the Grand

Duchess of Rnden, between whom and
Miss Barton there sprang up a lively
and enduring friendship, decorated her
with the Gold Cross of Remembrance,
the colors of Baden, and gave her a
Red Cross brooch.
The Mexican government occupies
one of the handsomest embassies In
Washington. It consist of two buildings, both handsome residences.
One
contains elaborate office accommodations and apartments above for the
many bachelor secretaries. The hangings and carpets of the first floor are
green.
The embassy lavlne hac been
redecorated and refurnished and a
great change has been produced. Mme.
Perez, the widowed daughter of the
ambassador, is her mother's ready as-

sistant.

She speaks our language remarkably
well and Is very fond of her home here.

gretn-covere-

tit

com-Mltt-

s

4ti'

j

Mme. Peres.
Mme. Perez'B young cousin. Miss
is also a member of the Mexican
ambassador's household. She came to
Washington less than a year ago. One
of the purposes of her visit was to
learn to speak the English fluently.
Senator Thomas R. Bard of California is a connoisseur of good clears.
Wben he travels he might easily be
mistaken for a tobacco salesman, for
he carries a grip which contains nothing else.
There are long and short
ones, light and dark, domestic and Imported, Key West, Connecticut
and
Filipino. Some are worth $1 apiece,
and none are cheap. He has a form
of salutation, inseparably linked with
his how-- d
it is. "Have a fresh
cigar." He usually has some
new
brand which he recommends.
"Now,"
he will say, "I'd Just like you to try
tnis. It's someth.ng I have just discovered and I think it has its points."
n
Bard is a
and a pillar
In the Presbyterian church.
Smoking
is his only vice.
Senator Spooner was giving a legal
interpretation of the relations of the
Philippines to the United States. He
wan asked by Mr. Tillman whether he
regarded men as chattels and property,
to be disposed of by barter or sale.
"One can dispose of what belongs
to him," said Mr. Spooner.
"He cannot very well dispose of him
self unless It be In marriage."
'Or by Euicide," put in Mr. Piatt of
Du-qu- e,

yo-d- o;

Scotch-Irishma-

s

floor.
It thumped all the way from the
mantel-piecuntil It got under the
head of her bed. and there It stopped.
She couldn't Imagine what it was. and
after listening a little longer and hearing nothing else she lay down and
wen to sleep again.
She had forgotten all about the dis
turbance in the morning and got up
and went down to breakfast without
noticing anything out of the way.
When she came back to her room
the chambermaid was there with the
sVuil in her hand.
"Miss Esther, Isn't It funny?" said
the maid. "Here I've found this skull
under the head of your bed."
Then the young woman remembered the noise of the night before and
the way the thing had tumbled off the
mantel-piecand rolled toward her
several days before, and she thought it
was strange, too. Later In the morning she told her brother who had given
e

her the skull about her experiences.
"Well, that's rather queer," said the
brother. "That skull was given to me
by a sailor who said he wouldn't have
anything more to do with it because
he couldn't keep It from hopping
across his room."
Dog howled, Waiter Fired.
"Another new waiter has come and
gone," said the veteran of the
restaurant, as he deposited a beef stew
In front of his favorite customer.
"Wluit Wat tlie matter with htm 7"
asked the favorite customer. "Well, it
Iihi fault," explained
wnsu't exact!
the veteran. "You see, the second day
he wnw here n customer comes In and

nsks for a brace of Frankfurter. 'Snu-eng- e
is all out,' says the new waiter,
but if you wait awhile I think I can
get you some.' He was so eager to be
obliging tlint he whs going to send
aerosw the street for 'era. Well, sir, ns
he went through the door into the
kitchen he happened to trend on the
dog's taJL Tbe dog set up a howl, nnd
the customer yells: 'Hey. there! Never mind that sausage. I puess I don't
want It!' Then he puts on Ills lint u ml
goes out. The boss saw the whole
thing, and that night the new waiter
ffM paid off and quit. Prutty tough,
wasn't It?" Philadelphia Record.

Connecticut!
"Yes; or by suicide," continued Mr.
Weak men believe In luck; strong men
Spooner, "and some men who marry,
believe in tuuse and effect.
commit sulolde. '
A little cuyltiK judiciously administered
There was an. Indignant rustling of
often makes a weak man strong.
feminine garments In the reserved gal
lery and with a "Come, young ladles,
It h time we were leaving, ' the prin
cipal of a fashionable young ladies'
seminary gathered her flock about her
and brushed indignantly out of the SADDLES and HARNESS
gallery, where she had brought the
They roM you nothing for examinagirls to watch the proceedings of the
tion, ftiti double hnrut'HH with breechdouble team harijen
ing for

Denver Directory.

dignified senate.
'Did you know that all the newspa
per correspondents are sei.ding out a
story that you have the smallpox?"
asked a member
of Representative
William Alden Smith of Michigan.
Mr. Smith gasped and seized a pad
of telegrapn blanks.
Then the other
congressman watched him write message after message.
'"Frald the folks at home
will
worry?" was the next question.
"It isn't that," replied Mr. Smith,
"but think of the trouble there will be
in my district if the report gets out
that I have the smallpox. There wil!
he twenty candidates for my place before night and every one of those fellows will be praying that the disease
will result fatally. Up In Michigan a
case of smallpox makes more trouble
for a congressman than does loss at
favor at the white house when your
party is In power."

Love In Jul,
Marriages between convicts continue
to be permitted In the Andaman Islands. Last year the superintendent
received sixty-eigapplications for
ht

such unions.

Of these, four free and
thirty-tw- o
convicts were sanctioned,
and the balance (thirty-two- )
were refused. Madras Hindu.
Would Take No Chancre.
A St. Louis Judge ha decided

that

a hired girl can not legally be held
l'ettua.
liable for the crockery she consigns
Barton was In Europe, recuperating to the rubbish heap. Which
doesn t
from a long Illness Induced by her materially cnange the
situation.
work In hospitals during the War cf if she could, most of us prefer Even
to lose
the Rebellion and the labors she sub- the chinaware than to take any
chanc
sequently performed relating to those of losing the girl.
Qi'lsouers missing after tne exchanges
were made.
The officers of the Red
Tuuru for n K
Only.
Cross, desiring to benefit by her large
Jonegboro, a new village now belnj;
experience, urged her to go to the laid out at
Fort Let, five mile
front. With characteristic energy and Richmond, Va., ! to be populatedfrom
by
devotion to the cause of humanity, negroes only. Tbe site
consist of 800
Mis Barton accepted
the Invitation, acre, cut up Into building lot, a park,
tnd served from the beginning to the orchards, grazing landB and tjmtl
eni of Uwt famous struggle, ccntribut- - farm for truckip?.
Sen-ito-

Esquimau Who
Too Late.
Here's a ghot story out ot the ordinary that was told by tne young
woman to whom It happened. She la
a young person not given to romancing and she says she still has, and
can produce, the corpus delicti. Perhaps there's a little love tragedy In
It, too, because It was sad, if be really
liked the lady, that he should have
met her so late In bis career.
This young woman's brother went
somewhere up along the northerly
coast of Greenland on a government
expedition and when he came back he
brought his sister an Esquimau skull
which she put on her mantel-piece- .
It
was one of those mantel-piecewth a
rail about a half an Inch high all
around It.
One afternoon the girl was reading
by the window in her room when she
heard a thump and looked up Just in
time to see the skull roll half way
across the rom toward her.
She
thought It waB strange that the thing
should have rolled oft the mantelpiece because of the railing, but she
picked it up and nut it back without
thinking any more about it.
A night or two later, after she had
been in bed and asleep for several
hours, she was awakened by another
thump. She sat up In bed and listened.
and bump! bump! came several more
thumps, not so loud, but just like
something solid hopping across the
a Poor

Came

e

Tillman-Mc-Uauri-

Clermon-

"If you would only go Into some other
I'jalness, Pepe!"
Suddenly an unrepressed frown on her
fate, she comes to the balcony;
an
open carriage, drawn at full trot enters the narrow street with a great
deal ot ostentation, escorted by a
number of ragged urchins. Seated
one of the companions
in it
of
"Fatlgas," dazz ing the p e. s hy with
his rich,
cloak, and
smoking a fine cigar. Jo does not
keep him waiting.
He quickly takes
leave of his wife aud children and
then, pretending a great indifference,
he goes down the stairs and gets into
the carriage, which drive away to
get the other "Peon" and the matador.
I don't know why It Is, but Jc..e once
In the carriage, never looks back;
he

SKULL THAT HOPPED.
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18 A TREACHEROUS

BACKACHE AND DIZZINESS

ANIMAL.

MONT PELEE TO DAY.

Slack Panther of Africa More Ferocious than the Bengal Tiger.
Of all the bin, dangerous catH, none
Is more unapproachable
antl more
treacherous than the black panther.
Hailing from the heart of the deepest African jungle, lithe and supple
of body,
alert and nervous, this

the Ailments Pernllar to the
Fenu-l- e
Hex are Doe to (muni, of
Pelvlo Organ.

Moat of

Site of the City Covered by 8carred
Masses of Lava.

In conversation with a Montreal Star
representative, Colin McKay, Who has
Just returned from the West Indies,

spoke of a visit paid to the scene of the
volcanic horror of Martinique.
"Where the city of St. Pierre once
flourished," he said, "there la a thic k
bed of lava, which Is already assuming
the appearance of a vast gray granite
rock. About nine years ago I passed
close by 8t. Pierre In the evening and
saw Its white roofs. Its towerB and cu- polas gleaming between the fronded
crests and lithe gray trunks of the
royal palms, and heard the crash of
bands in its squares, and the tinkling
of mandolins upon the French ships
lying in the roadstead, hut now the mass
of lava covers completely the gay Paris
of the Antilles with all Its life and
color and music gone, as though It
were burled under a massive mauso- leum of granite. There are no ruins
nothing at all to Indicate that a city of
25,000 people had once flourished there.
"Before you rises the gaunt and
colossal cone of Mont Pelee, with its
awful head veiled In lazy and pestiferous vapors, its scarred,
slopes rent with gigantic fissures and
wild gorges, and at Its base piled up in
masses of the
primeval
confusion
blown-ocrest and aides. The impression which the sight of Mont Pelee,
clouds ol
brooding In its uncleanly
smoke above its hideous and awful
works, makes upon you is difficult to
define. You are awed, but hardly hor
rified. In the presence of such evidence of nature's forces you are so impressed with the grandeur and majestjj
of her efforts that you do not think of
the blotting out of such an insignificant thing as a city of men and their
works.
"To the southward where the suburbs
of the city stretched over a level plain,
the earth washed down from the mountain sides by the rains has formed a
soil in which grass and trees are beginning to grow in patches. In a few
years, no doubt, the tomb of the clt
will be covered with the vegetation of
the tropics, and the now giant and
scarred sides of Pelee covered with forests of green. All the rest of the Island has emerged from its covering of
ashes in new beauty and greater

stealthy marauder exceeds In ferocity
even a Bengal tiger. He is ties only
big feline that the Hon trainer does
not venture to train; and he Is the
only cat so absolutely distrustful that
he shuns even the light of day.

1
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.H1??--

.
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B"I(!!W.E.R.'.

99 Eleventh Street,

....

lact that diseases

peculiar to the
female sex are

not commonly
recognized as being caused by catarrh.
Catarrh of one organ is exactly the
same as catarrh of any other organ.
What will cure catarrh of the head will
also cure catarrh of the pelvic organs.
Peruna cures these cases simply because it cures the catarrh.
If you have catarrh write at once
Pr. Ilartman, giving a full statement
your case, ana he will be pleased
give you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. ilartman. President
The Uurtman Sanitarium, Columbus,

to
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to
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AMERICAN SODA FOUNT.

i
i

j

lava-atreak-

The departed! the departed!
They visit us In dreams,
And they glide above our memories,
Like shadows over streams;
But where the cheerful lights of home
In constant luster burn,
The departed, the do parted,
Can never more return!
The good, the brave, the beautiful.
How dreamless Is their sleep.
Where rolls the dlrgellke music
g
deep!
Of the
Or where the surging night winds
Pale winter's robes have spread
Above the narrow palaces.
In the cities of the dead!
I look around, and feel the awe
Of one who walks alone.
Among the wrecks of former days.
In mournful ruin strown;
I start to hear the stirring sounds
Amon
the cypreBs trees.
For the voice of the departed
Is borne upon the breeze.
Thttt tolemn voice! It mingles wUh
KAch free and careless strain;
I scarce can think earth's minstrelsy )
Will cheer my henrt again.
The melody of summer waves.
The thrilling notes of birds,
Can never be so dear to me
As their remember'd words.
I sometimes dream their pleasant smiles
Still on me sweetly fall.
Their tones of love I faintly hear
Mv name In sadness call.
I know that they are happy.
With their angel plumage on,
But my heart is vary desolate
To think that they are gone.
Park Benjamin.
ever-tossin-

When the Stars and Stripes Rose It
Began to Fizz.
Wherever American civilization goes,
there goes the soda fountain.
From the very moment the Spanish
flag was hauled down in the Philippines the demand for a soda fountain
existed.
The man of the hour appeared, hail
ing from Illinois. He arrived in Manilla the very day the stars and stripes
over the Isfirst waved victoriously
lands, and so well did he Improve his
Ib spoken
opportunity that he
of as the most successful business man
in the archipelago.
He was a confectioner, and as such
the
He discovered
began business.
presence of the first American soda
East.
the
far
fountain in this section of
A local drug Btore had bought It, but
intendwith
its
war
had interfered
the
ed use, and it had been relegated to a
cellar. The confectioner rescued It by
paying the price the sbrewj owner
asked when he realized how much it
waa wanted, and In eo doing became
the first dispenser of soft drinks in the
Philippines.
That soda fountain became a thing
of Joy for expatriated Americans. The
original one has been twice replaced.
Once In 1899, when a new one waE
bought In China, and again in 1902. The
present fountain was bought in New
York at an expense of $5,000. It was
purchased during a trip around the
world, which the owner was enabled
to make as a result of his successful
business venture. Washington Post

:

e

Traveling in a House.
dilapidated house on wheels
recently reached Middleton. New York,
from the state of Washington. The
house is occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
M. B. Iasley, their
and
even children, two dogs and a cat.
March 22, 1894. the party sUrted
from Port Angeles, Washington, on
the trip to benefit Mr. Lasley's health.
They went as far east as Maine, then
back to Kansas City and afterward
over various sections of the United
States until they reached Orange
county.
The total distance traveled
has been 15,000 miles and many spans
of horses have done service along the
An old,

son-tn-la-

way.

ut

The Departed.

)

Milwaukee. Wit. (
"A abort time ago I found my condition very serious, I had headaches,
palna In the back, and frequent dizzy
spells which grew worse every month.
I tried two remedies before Peruna,
and was discouraged when I took the
first dose, but my courage soon
returned. In less than two months
my health was restored." Mrs. M.
Brlckner.
The reason of so many failures to
cure cases similar to the above Is the
FEMALE TROUBLE
NOT RECOGNIZED
AS CATARRH.

Often he will lie all day long In a
dusky corner of hin cage, his yellow
silt eyes shifting and gleaming resti
lessly. Even the feeding hour, when
pandemonium breaks loose among the
big cages, when hungry roars and
squeals mingle with Impatient snarls
and impacts of heavy bodies against
steel bars. Is apt to nave no effect on
him. He may He eyeing his chunk
of raw beef suspiciously, and not ven:
ture forth until day has waned and
the last visitor has left; to tear meat
from bones with his long, white fangs,
In fact, so ugly and vicious In this
beast, that, frequently he turns on his
own kind, and in many instances It Is
impossible to cage him, even with a
mate. McClure's Magazine.

Death of Oldest Woman.
Mrs. Mary Murphy, the oldest person In Pennsylvania if her age was
correctly reported, died at her home in
Kerrtown. a suburb of Meadvllle, aged
nearly 134 years. Mrs. Murphy was Interviewed a few months ago and said
Ireland, on
"1 was born in Dublin,
Christmas day. 1770. and came to
America In May 1870. when I was In
my one hundredth year. I was twenty-eight
years old when the Irish rebellion took place In 1798 and my first
husband was a soldier. I was thirty-threyears old when Robert Bmmett
was executed for treason, Sept. 20,
1803." Mrs. Murphy Is survived by her
second husband.

Uncle Sam's

Retired

Generals.

There are 269 generals on the retired
list of the United States army, or 227
more than there were in 1898. Of this
list 120 were in service as generals
less than two weeks and two for less
man a month before retirement.
Taking the entire list into consideration. 210 never performed active service of the rank.

A Fund of Humor.

8houtlng Their Praises.
Krlarpoint, Miss.. August 22 (Spe
cial). Cured of Bladder and Kidney
Trouble after 26 years of suffering,
Rev. H. H. Hatch, of this place, is
telling the public the good news and
shouting the praises of the remedy
that cured him Dodd's Kidney Pills.
Rev. Mr. Hatch says:
"I have been suffering from Bladder and Kidney Trouble for 26 years
and I have tried everything that people said would do me good. But
nothing did me any good except
Dodd's Kidney Pills.
"I haven't felt a pain since I took
Dodd's Kidney Pills. They gave me
health and I feel like a new man altogether. Dodd's Kidney Pills are
the best I ever had."
All Urinary and Bladder Troubles
are caused by diseased Kidneys. The
natural way to cure them is to cure
Kidney
Dodd's
Pills
the kidneys.
never fail to cure diseased kidneys
in any stage or place. They always
cure Backache and they are the only
remedy that ever cured Brlght's

Mrs. Rosa Adams, niece of the late General
Roger Hanson, C. S. A., wants every womaa
to know of the wonders accomplished hy
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
" Dear Mrs.
:
I cannot tell you with pen and ink what (rood
L,ydia E. I'inkliHiii'.i Vegetable Compound did for me, suffering from
the ills peculiar to the sex, extreme lassitude and that all gone feeling. I
would rise from my bed in tho morning feeling more tired than when I went
to bed. but before I had used two bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Con'.pound, I began to feel the buoyancy of my younger days returning, became regular, could do more work and not feci tired than I had ever
been able to do before, so I continued to use it until I was restored to perfect
health. It is Indeed a boon to sick women and I heartily recommend it.
Yours very truly, Mns. Rosa Adams, 819 12th St., Louisville, Ky."
Any women who are troubled with irregular or painful menstruation, weak-

ness, leucorrhoea, displacement or ulcei-atio- n
of the womb, that bearing-dow- n
feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, general debility, and nervous prostration, should know there is one tried
and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. No other medicine
d
for women has received such
and unqualified indorsement. No other
medicine lias such a record of female cures.

In the Dark Ages there must have
been more knights than days.

, For Your Perfect Comfort
At St. Louis Exposition, which is very
severe upon the feet, remember to take
along a box or two of ALLEN'S FOOT-EASa powder for Hot, Tired. Aching,
8wollen, Sweating Keet. 30,000 testimonials of cures. Sold bv all Druggists,
Wc. DON'T ACCEPT A SUBSTITUTE.

wide-sprea-

TORTURING PAIN.
William Winter, the dramatic critic,
is thought by some to write the worst
" Deab Mrs. Pinkham : I nm very pleased
hand of any man living. There may Half This Man's Sufferings Would
to recommend Lytlia E. Pinkham's vegeHave Killed Many a Person, But
have been giants in the past, men
table Compound for womb and ovarian difficulDoan's Cured Him.
like Horace Greeley, who surpassed
ties from which I have been a sufferer for years. It
C.
A.
Sprague.
equal
one
no
him, but
remains.
his
was the only medicine which was at all beneficial,
was utmost frightMIhs Playne
suddenly
ago
was
stock dealer, of ened to death when he
klsseil
Mr. Winter
and within a week after I started to use it, there-waSome yeara
no
you
Dimples
me.
had
But
Miss
a great change in my feelings and looks. I
111.,
traveling In Scotland, and having had
Normal,
reul cuuse for alarm. Joy never kills,
used it for a little over three months, and at the
many amusing experiences, wrote an
writes:
"For you know.
end of that time I suffered no pain at the menstrual
two whole
account of them to R. H. Stoddard, In
CHICAGO OR ST. LOUIS AMI RE-- 'I
period, nor was I troubled with thoso distressing
years I was doMr. Stoddard received
t
New York.
I It
M
PACIFIC,
tlx
pains which compelled me to go to bed, and I have
ing nothing but
At very low rates.
Tickets tin
the letter at breakfast and, combinnot had a headache since. This is nearly a year'
sale until September 3ftth, inclubuying mediing familiarity with the intuitions of
aero. I always kecr a bottle on hand, and take a.
sive; Ilnal return limit, October
to
cines
cure
I
31st.
ow,
poet,
managed to make it
and
doses every week, for find that it tones up the system and keeps me
few
the
It can be arranged to have tickI
my kidneys.
feeling strong, and I never have that tired out feeling any more.
enjoyed
several good laughs. He
ets to St. Louis read going via
do
not think
"I certainly think that every woman ought to try this grand medicine,
Kansas City, returning via Omaha,
glanced up at Mrs. Stoddard and said:
or vice versa.
for it would prove its worth. Yours very truly, Miss Elsih Dam forth, 208.
t hat
any man
Very
Yam"It's from William Winter.
Chicago
can read via
Tickets to
De Soto St., Memphis, Tenn."
ever suffered as
St. l.ouis in one or bolli directions
funny.
Want to read it?"
if desired. ,
FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
"You know I can never read a word f did and lived. The pain in my back
of ten days can be
Bt
Don't hesitate to write to Mrs. Pinkbam. She will understand
was so bad that I could not sleep at
had at Omaha and Kansas City by
of his writing," answered Mrs. Stodperfectly, and will treat you witli kindness. Hsr advice
case
your
depositing tickets; no extra charge.
night. I could not ride a horse, and
dard.
r
Similar
ut St. l.ouis, $1
Is free, and tne address is I.y mi, Mass. No woman ever regretted
to
even
was
unable
ride
sometimes
fee.
"Oh, that doesn't matter," replied
having written her, and she lias helped thousands.
t'nlon Pacific trains make the
Mr. Stoddard, tossing the letter over; In a car. My condition was critical
quickest time between Denver and
FORFEIT It we cannot forthwith produce the original letter and signatures of
I sent for Doan's Kidney Pills.
whon
itrjore VtfUmoiuais, wtuou win prove tnir aDpninic geiiiiiiienen
Chicago und Denver and St. lmls.
"It's just as funny to look at!"
Ljdla K. Finkhkin Med. Co., Lynn. Mass.
Write me fur full particulars or
I used three boxes and they cured me.
rates to uuy other points.
Now I can go anywhere and do as
K. H. GRIFFIN, Oeneral Agent.
Immense Coll of Rope.
I sleep
mi 17th St., Denver.
well and
much as anybody.
The largest coll of rope ever seen
feel no discomfort at all."
fish in the sea as
are
as
There
irood
In this city has been made for a
ever were rauttlit. but It may require
A TRIAL FREE Address Foster- to
for the big raft of piling collectfresh
bait
catch
them.
Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y. For sale
Composed of the purest and most
HKPAIKi 'f every knutru nrnkv of
ed by the Oregon Rafting company,
fifffVVir
permanent colon ground In varnish;
Price 60c.
by all dealers.
Jj move
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Lewis' " Single Binder " straight 5c cigar. OlUl
which is to be towed to San Franir
color card; ask your dealer or write us.
Made of ripe, mellow tobacco, so rich in PULLEN, UN9 I.aW'HKNOK ST.,
Two many sermons are aimed
cisco by the steamer Francis Leggett,
quality that mauy who formerly smoked
GO.
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Shoes for a Giant.
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Needa Only a Little Thinking.
The food of childhood often decides
whether one is to grow up well nourished and healthy or weak and sickly from improper food.
It's just as easy to be one as the
other provided we get a proper start.
A wUe physician like the Denver
Doctor who knew about food, can accomplish wonders provided the patient is willing to help and will eat
only proper food.
Speaking of this case the Mother
aid her little four year old boy was
suffering from a peculiar derangement
of the stomach, liver and kidneys and
his feet became so swollen he couldn't
take a step. "We called a Doctor who
said at once we must be very careful
as to his diet as improper food was
the only cause of his sickness. Sugar
especially, he forbid.
"So the Dr. made up a diet and the
principal food he prescribed was
Grape-Nuts
and the boy, who was very
fond of sweet things took the Grape-Nut- s
readily
without adding any
sugar.
(Dr. explained that the sweet
Is not at all like cane
In Grape-Nutor beet sugar but 1b the natural sweet
of the grains.)
"We saw big Improvement Inside r
are alfew days and now Grape-Nutmost bis only food and he is once
more a healthy, happy,
youngster with every prospect to
crow up Into a strong healthy man."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
Is the NatuThe sweet of Grape-Nutre-sweet
known as Post 8ug.r. not
Has Commercial Instinct.
digested In the liver like ordinary
D'Annunzio, who Is pestered by ausugar, but
Feed tJJte tograph hunters, refuses to comply
youngsters a handful of Grape-Nut- s
unless it is written on a copy of one
when Nature demands sweet and of his books. The fiends do not alprompts them to call for sugar.
ways take the hint and supply the
There's a reason.
book, but the author's commercial
Get the little book "The Road to Idea, is to benefit his publisher and InIn
pkg.
Wellvllle"
each
cidentally himself.
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PRIZES

m PRICES
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

FOOD

ps

1

they have too much room at the
Dealers say that as soon as a customer tries Defiance Starch It is Impossible to sell them any other cold
water starch. It can be used cold or
boiled.
When a man argues with his wife
about all he does Is listen.
There are several thoussnd more
of fun in wlahlnK you were married when you aren't than In wishing
you weren't when you are.

Palatable

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious

My jgnmtwr--

mn

Wry wlai.

(q

jCti

Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Eitracla.

Prprtd

by PRICE CEREAL FOOD CO., Food Mills, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.,
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Attorney-rtt-Law-
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SALT MEATfl,

Come and Sec Our Goods and Get Prices.

THE

yon

servloe of thia notice by publication,

secretary, B J. Young, read the
arm rd was tip frnna call. The- following; delegates were
then elected by acclamat ion ; U. W.
the Columbint thia v, l.
Penn, E. P. Westo'-- aud F. O.
Th Eureka owned by J M. and Stevena
O.L, Mnad ia showing up some
Bucklen' Aruica Halve.
fist ore.
Has world-wid- e
fame for marve-lon- a
cures.
surpasses
It
auy other
Dr. U. R. Rasa waa called to Red
salve,
lotion,
oiutmeut
balm for
or
Inst Friday to visit A. Al.
Cuts,
Corns,
Si res,
Burns,
Boi's,
Jtwing vlio is quite sick.
Felons, Ulcers, Tetter. NnliRhnim
A New Vine of Hats for the Fever Sores. Chapped btauda, skin
Eruptions; iufallibl.- to
.!
Piles
Atactic
It Henry Young's C.jre
guaranteed.
Only 25c at
fcue at Quest, Come and se ub.
F. C. btevens.
John Soaug was over from rvin-ii- g
Dr. Bristow of Quosta made onr
SelmJaday nd Sunday visiting
camp a pleasant visit last Saturday
kit parti! and calling on his aud Sunday. He expects to visit
many trie ltd.
his family at Pryor Creek, Indian
soon end will return
R. W. Putin and John Melsou
bringing them with him as be exre still pushing work t n t!i
n
pects to
in Red River for iha
loJ- - mid they are jiieae-i-over purpose ot mininc. He has two
or
thn outlook.
three claims now that he expects
Rich Oldham ia in from Cimar-iro- to develop this winter.
to spend a few days viniting
Running a local newspaper is
lis relatival and to survey his fa- like running a hotel only differther's and IJnclb'e claims.
ent. When a man goes into a
See me a" the Juatias Feed Barn hotel and finds something he doesif you wut your team taken catu n't like he does not get up and
of. We alao have Hay and Grain kir k all the fat in the fire aud tell
H. 13. Dtitcuer.
lor ale.
the landlord to "stop his darned
old hotel."
Well hardly.
lie
CO. C. Dow, J. A. Mainly re and just pushes that dish aside and
Lia brctber raised through town
wades into other eatables. But
home at Ehzabethtowu
for thr-iit is different with newspaper
last Friday. Thy were on the
Rio Grande Obliiuj; and prospect- readers. They find an item they
do not like and not stopping to
ing.
think it may please a lot of others
What id Lite?
make a grand play of the:r
S
u the lai.t analysis nobody knows
and stop their paper. The
but we lo know that it is under paper doesit stop, but that paratr'r-law. Abuse that law even
ticular person's copy fails to reach
lightly, puin results. Irregular
living meun dorar.gtmont of the him and the next week he is sure
to sneak around and borrow the
OMUIS. reHsitiruf in Conttioation.
hbor's paper just to see if it
trooi-leHeadache or Liver
Dr.
The press
King's New L'fe Pills quickly re- is still published.
adjusts this. It's penile, yet thor- grinds on, however, and new subough. Ouly 25c at F. C. Stevens. scribers line up in place of the
dyspeptic who stopped his source
Tne Republicau County Conven- of information
because a small
tion to elect delegates to the Terripart did not suit him.
torial Convealion is being held at
Tof to- - day. R. W. Perm, E. P.
Wes-'hy and F. 0. Stevens dele
the
and CURE THE LUNGS
from tbis precinct art in at-
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There will be n meeting called of
and inhabitants of the
lae
Bed R'ver Mining District at the
School Home Thursday evening,
Kept tLo 3
for the p rpose of
Itetfog t district recorder and to
lUUWtftt i ther important bnsineus
ia rhe
I
by tho rerpest of
some of the miners ot the district.
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Eido For Life,

W"ith family around expecting
Wm to die, and a son riding for
vfa, IP miles, to g.4 Dr. King's

D. T.
AGuaver,

Parker

?&OTlTuNO

VALLEY

MetaSlureist.
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B. J. YOUNG,

Notary Public.

STAGE and

RED rtlVKR

H. H. HANK INS,

EDWIN B. SEWARD,

Manager.
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Will Take You to the Gold Camps of
WORK. OF SECRET

J

co.g

NEW MEX.

FREIGHT L NE.

Western Colfax County,
Red River and

SERVICE

Most of It Bcatea to Counterfeiting
Constitutes a Bureau In the
Treasury Department.

Advice and Council la
Matters a Specialty.

Arrests by the secret service men who
tonstltute a bureau of the tretStiry department average less than two a day.
Tlicy are practically Eoverun;ont detectives and handi'j Jurisdiction unly In
eases wherein violations o' th'j lnw rearc
lating to the tre&sivy dapartm-n-

Iff.

Physician
ond
Surgeon,

t

LIVES

FOR

' it

Ills

pace.

POST OFFICE STORE.

He could

h- -

v

stor: ni to let them pasa, but he hd
m ilitu to spare now.
Ho dodged
In front of the
two
and found room to wait for
to pass. But he couldn't
'.no cuble
wan; he had suddenly been deprived of
r

J.

THTOWN, NEW MFC

LUSK,

B.

LAWYER23ooks,

Prompt attention to all businesi
intrusted to my care.

Drugs,

TAOS.

NEW MEXICO.

notions,
it

Canotcs ano
Our Monthly PuMkatioa
will keep you posted on eur
work and methods. Mailed
Free to the
ADVERTISE NG MAN
of any responsibls house.

Stationary.
School books for sale at all times and novels to
rent. Call and see us when you want anything
in our line.

Im-

The man waa aalklng at a moderate
gait, apparently in no great hurry,
when he reached the aorner, saya the
Brooklyn Ftglo.
He hail Msure to pause there to loo'!:
after a prt'ity woman. Then he started across the street.
Two wagons, a cable car and a 6f0
engine were coming, and the mar;
s,ul;-.;-

K LilZ ABE

NOTHING.

Most of Our Actions Are Bash,
pulsive and Unreasoning A
Case in Point

Sari Phillips,
Frank Stapliu,
Propri!tora.

'km

All kinds of Indian Made?
Goods and Ornaments.

New

Taos.

Line of Die World."

Ailexico.

DENVER
ANO

i.i ic.st:ro.

Ho estimated speed and distance at
a glance, bolted in front of the car,
continued wildly across In front of the
engine, and reached the opposite surb
on the run. He was in desperate haste,
or he never would have taken, those
chances.
Anyone could see that.
But, once safely across, he stopped,
turned, stuck his hands in his pockets
and stood watching the fire engine until it was out of sight. Then he went
leisurely along his
again, having ample time for alt he wanted, to do.

STAGE LINE-

RIO GRANDE
-

AibiNQ THROUGH

SALT LAKE CITY

Garland to RedRiver.

Ft.

Stations
River

at

ft

Garland, San Luit, poUUa,

Coanty

.

Route ft

and from the PaeiJI

THE POPULAR

CoaU.

LINE TO

prings,Aspen
JUNCTION.

GRAND

QueHa and Red

Cerro,

v

in

Leadviiie.GietiWood

Dl V1DG0LD. MAKAGER.

gcsr

fi

RAILROAD

FROM

valley in western Colorado, It became
necessary to make a topographic survey
of the bottoin'of the grand canyon of the
FREMONT O STEVENS.
Quunlson river for a distance of about
1,600 feet. But the walls of this canyon,
approximately 2,000 felt in height, are NOTARY PUBLIC.
aheer precipices,
and It Is impossible to go through in boats. A descent PROSPFOIOM OFFIOB,
to the bottom was effected by means of
a narrow fissure eroded In the granite
RED RIVER N M
cllfls, but In order to reach the opporlte
side of the river, with the aid of a similar fissure, the surveying party had to
MORELAND,
make a detour of about 150 irtles. In
all, four extremely
perilous descents
MINING ENGINEER
were made to the bottom of the canyon.
In places it waa necessary to let the men
down over cliffs several hundred feet AND U. S. GOV'T ASS A YE R
by means of ropes.
Write for Prioaa An1 nnrelopea for
Mailing Sample.
Maw Zealand's Great Geysers.
The statement is generally made that
14 W. If taaauri Are.
the principal geyers of the Yellowstone
K ANwaa Citt, Hmooai.
park greatly exceed in size and power all
others in the world. Mr. J. A. Ktiddlck,
now of Ottawa, Canada, contradicts this, HlllkfU'riHM tn t.kd Panamu.lA,
and ays that the Wultrannu
in
It is the Official Organ of the
New Ze aland far' exceeoF In proportions
Red
River Minicg Dktriet.
anything described in the Yellowstone
raglon. Mr. Ruddle!: Has never himself
in the Oldeat Paper in Taoa
It
seen Walmangu in nctum. but lias oft
en f.il
th eruptions of the rev. County.
aem dalV'd Wairoa aiid I'ohotu,
It is the Only Paper Published
the
former sometimes playing to a height of in the Gold Belt of
Northern Taoe
more than 00
t.
--

M

DR. CLARENCE R. BASS

Stations at Springer, Cimarron, Ute Creek,
Baldy and Elizabethtown.

They iiave sotutilB to do
concerned.
with the post office department, which
has its own force of special detective,
or with the war department.
The chief cases the seeret service n:en
handle relate to counterfeiting, but they
haev also Jurisdiction In a few oil. or
cases, which are rare enough to be unimportant, some of these arc: the presentation of false olaims Against the
United States government, (he intimidation of government witnesses, obtaining
fraudulent naturalisation papers, the
opnsc::sion or attempted use of "washed"
Internal revenue stamps, the impersonation of government officers and the rare
and unusual claim of "larceny from the
United States government."
Uncle San) Is frequently defrauded,
there Is good reason' for believing, bat
be Is never robbed. What Is tal.en from
him. whre anything is taken, is tal.en
under color of law, if not by due process,
of law, and an overt act of robbery of
government property ia so rare as to be
almost unprecedented.
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La Belle, Mew Mex.

THE MU8T DIRECT ROUTE TO
Trinidad,

Salts Fe

J9 New JIgxIso PoiEfl

itaochiov nil th" prlnr'pQl tnwufl blI Tftfofl
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J. H,

Chemist and

I72I Champa Street,
Discovery for Connmption,
Conn h and Colds, W. U. Brown, Denver,
Colorado.
i Ijeesville, Ind., endured death's
gomes froia asthma; but this
oadarf ,1 medicine gave instant
reii
soca cured hini
II
no sleep soundly every
ike marTelosa .urea of !Spsmfnrprocttrt. OB HOW. kadn.tMlel.ikotwW.fi
iT too men m SBMesseuHr jsook
ATI
ltioD, Puenmonie, Broo WWtaajiiu
ll.n, nu fWWp rwnt1l
Milk
ft?
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i
mati klese merit for all
d linng tro t' les.
A. SNOW &
ai
50e aud $1.00.
PATKNT LAWYERS,
0pp.
t. Mwit Offlc,
WUSJNtTM, D.C.i
tele by F. 0. Stevens.
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Surveyed the Canyon.
In preparing for the construction of
a tunnel to Irrigate the Uncompahere

uiscovery
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
SANTA FE. N.

.

priatnfficB,

M!i

NEW MEX.

E. C. ABBOTT,

ri

H.

Practice in all the Courts.

Fancy Groceries

Boots and Shors

The Rwpnblioan caucus for this fall or n fine to cootrit ute your portion of
Have you read the ad on the precinot waa
expenditure a So bwilvr, legether
held at the school aucb
witb tlie DOal of Him put lica'lon ot thia
rout pag
houee last Saturday. At 10:10 the notice, yonr intereat in the
di olaima
beooni" ti e prapvrt of ika undar-acFruit padlers were in camp this chairman, F. C. Stevens, called the wiJ ior,
your
meeting to order after which the
vaek from Emboda.
F. A. Hil'or.
Dr. Fj.

.

TAOS,

Staple and

Dry Goods,

FRE8H

WILLIAM McKEAN
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Ifr. and Mra T. A, Mellon. Mtk
$1.50 Logan and Mies Lula Young returned,
Tuesday,
from a pleaaaut
76
br
trip to Trinidad.
40
UM2i
Id am. nnix wpra
Mr. T.
a
Rogers left for his
durf g 6Uo Hui'l y fitr tor the
of h
ai l alt i
nudi r the pro- home in Frankfort, Ky., jealerday.
'.!.. 'i
vikiotia i f
r vi cd .tc;utaaof
Hia brother, L. Rogers,
inau. tba United Bcatea rud nn ndiuaiita t!i- r
ied him as tar aa EliBtbeUitOwa.
to. Aud if wlthhi uiuty dnyi after in

Weekly, per year
Weekly, tlx months
Weekly, three mouths

J. YOUNG
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IC.... their,

V.

legal reprnentRtiro r n
Ton r hritiy ii' ItHl

The you
people had a dunce
lust Satntdry eTeniuff audi kSy report a pleaeent time.

River, New Mexico. Pnntoffice.
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